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COLLEGE
LIBERAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES
'988-89 CATALOG
in conjunction with one ofthe Nova College majors. The requirements for this cer-
tificate program are as follows:
The student will complete 24 credits ofcourses with a latin American and Carib-
bean emphasis. Appropriate courses taken within the major may satisfy part of
these requirements. Spanish language courses at the 200 level orabove also may
satisfy part of this requirement.
The student will take at least 9ofthe24 required credits outside his orher major.
The student will have to demonstrate competency in an appropriate foreign
language. This requirement may be satisfied either through coursework or by
examination.
Courses currently offered aspartoftheNova College curriculum thatare automatically
applicable toward the certificate in Latin American and Caribbean Studies are-
SOC 112 Human Origins and Diversity
LAC 213 Latin American and Caribbean Studies
LAN 223 Intermediate Spanish
LAC 240 Comparative Legal Systems
BUS 255 Introduction to International Business
LGS 261 Cultural Minorities and the Law
HUM 323 Contemporary Latin American Fiction
HIS 410 Emerging Nations
LGS 441 International Law
LAC 485-488 Field Study in Latin America
LAC 491-498 Advanced Special Thpics
In addition to the above mentioned courses, a large number of existing courses
may beapproved by the Program Coordinator as applicable toward the certificate in
Latin American and Caribbean Studies.
Ocean Studies (This program is presently being developed)
The ocean studies major is designed to prepare students for a career in marine
biology, oceanography, mariculture, orcoastal zone management. The curriculum con-
sists ofa setofcore courses in physical and natural science that leads to specialties
inmarine biology, coastal zone management, ormariculutre. The first two specialties
are designed as preparation for further graduate study in those areas, while the
mariculture specialty leads to a carrer in marine science.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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Course numbers inparentheses indicate that thecourse was previously offered with
a different prefix or course number. The course name in parentheses indicates that
thecourse was previously offered under a different name. See ACT 205 and ACT 207.
ACCOUNTINS (ACT)
AUI' 205 Principles of Accounting 1/3 sem. hrs. (Fonnerly called Introduc-
tion to Financial Accounting; AUI' 101, 203, 209) The conceptual framework
ofaccounting including the entity concept, materiality, unit ofmeasure, continuity,
and periodicity. Basic double entry bookkeeping including journalizing oftransactions,
posting, preparing a trial balance, adjusting, closing, and basic financial statement
presentation.
AUI' 207Principles of Accounting W3 sem. hrs. (Fonnerly called Introduc-
tion to Managerial Accounting; ACl' 102,206, 210) Acontinuation ofACT 205.
Includes corporate structure, stockholders, equity, longterm liabilities, department and
branch accounting, costing methods, cost-volume-profit analysis, and financial state-
ment analysis. Prerequisite: AUI' 205.
AUI' 303 Cost Accounting/3 sem. hrs. (AUI' 111, 211) The role ofcost accoun-
ting as a tool for managerial decision making. Cost-volume-profit analysis, job order
costing, and absorption costing. Application of these skills to the overall operation
of a business. Prerequisite: AfJf 207.
AUI' 305Intennediate Accounting 1/3sem.hrs. (AUI' 201) Acontinuation and
expansion ofPrinciples ofAccounting. The concepts underlying valuation, account-
ing for leases, accounting for warranty costs. Application ofthese concepts to finan-
cial statement presentation. Prerequisite: AUI' 207.
AUI' 306 Intennediate Accounting W3 sem. hrs. (AUI' 202) A continuation
and expansion ofIntermediate Accounting 1. The conceptual foundations ofsources
and applications offunds from both a cash and working capital basis, reporting earn-
ings per share, and accounting ror other selected transactions. Prerequisite: ACl' 305.
ACl' 308Cooperative Education/no credit. Work placement for a period of 16-18
weeks. The placement will be directly related to the student's program of study.
ACl' 311 Federal1kxation 1/3sem. hrs. The fundamentals ofindividual income
taxation. A background of accounting courses is not essential for this course. The
co~ may beofspecial interest to nonbusiness majors. Thpics include exemptions,
exclusions, and deductions available to the individual. These concepts will aid the
student in the preparation of an individual tax return.
ACl' 312 Federal 1kxation W3 sem. hrs. An overview ofthe Internal Revenue
Code as it applies to partnerships, corporations, estates, and trusts.
AUI' 401 Advanced Accounting/3 sem. hrs. (ACl' 301) Acontinuation and ex-
pansion ofIntermediate Accounting II. Accounting principles for consolidations and
combinations, accounting for branches, accounting for liquidations. Accounting for
nonprofit organizations and other selected topics. Prerequisite: MJf 306.
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AUI' 421 Auditing/3 sem. hrs, (AUI' 321) An overview of basic auditing con-
cepts, auditing standards and audit programs. Special emphasis onpreparing thestu-
dent for the auditing section of the CPA examination. Prerequisite: AUI' 305.
AUI' 491-498 Advanced Special'lbpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics in accoun-
ting that are not included in the regular course offerings. Specific content and prere-
quisites are announced inthecourse schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for special topics covering differing content.
BUSINESS (BUS)
BUS 101 Introduction to Business/3 sem. hrs, (BUS 105, 1018) Abasic course
in the study oftheprivate enterprise system. Abrief history and background ofthe
system, its components, functions, disciplines, laws. The future of enterprise as a
network is discussed.
BUS 113 Business Applications of Microcomputers/3 sem. hrs, Theory and
application ofprograms ror microcomputers that are useful in the business environ-
ment. Accounting, database management, and information system management pro-
grams will be included. Computer laboratory-oriented course. Prerequisites: AUI'
205, CS 111. Identical to CS 113.
BUS 115 Microcomputer Applications/3 sem. hrs. Theory and application of
programs for microcomputers thatare used inmanagement. Database programs, elec-
tronic spread sheets, telecommunications will be included. Alaboratory-oriented course.
Prerequisite: CS 111. Identical to CS 115.
BUS 116 Advanced Microcomputer Applications/3 sem. hrs. A continuation
ofBUS 115. Emphasis onthe use ofthemicrocomputer in the management setting.
Hands-on use ofcomputer programs, designed specifically for managers. Prerequisite:
CS 115. Identical to CS 116.
BUS 209 Finite Mathematics/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 201, MAT 201) Study of
mathematical concepts and models and their practical application to problem solving
techniques in the areas ofbusiness, social science, and economics. The main topics
covered in this course will be review ofalgebra, graphs offunctions, permutations,
linear equations, and anintroduction tostatistics. Prerequisite: MAT 102 orhigher.
BUS 215 Business Law 1/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 201) The fundamentals ofbusiness
law. Contract law, property law, and negotiable instruments as these areas apply to
business organizations.
BUS 216 Business Law W3 sem. hrs. (BUS 202)Acontinuation and expansion
ofBusiness Law I. Agency law, bailments and theUnitbrm Commercial Code asthese
areas apply to business organizations. Prerequisite: BUS 215.
BUS 225 Principles of Purchasing and Materials Managementl3 sem. hrs.
This course is an introduction to the function and role ofpurchasing and materials
management in the organization. It emphasizes the principles, tools, methods, and
techniques used in this field.
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BUS 235 Computer Applications Environment/3 sem. hrs, Asurvey oftheuses
ofcomputers inbusiness and science. Emphasis onspecific business applications. Pr0-
cedures for identifying and selecting hardware and software. Prerequisite: as 165.
Identical ro' as 235.
BUS 275 Introduction to the Hospitality Indnstry/3 sem. hrs. Introduces
students to the history and development of the hospitality industry. Current status
of the industry in the local and national economy is examined as are likely future
directions ofthe industry. Issues ofthe 19808 that affect the hospitality industry are
explored.
BUS 305 OrtfJrni7Jltion Theory/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 311) Emphasizes modem
organizations, their structure and their systems. The special problems oflarge research
and development organizations; project and/or program management; matrix manage-
ment; venture management; contingency management. Prerequisite: MGT 205.
BUS 308Cooperative Education/nocredit. Work placement for a period of16-18
weeks. The placement will be directly related to the student's program of study.
BUS 310 Small Business Management/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 351, 210) A study
ofmanagement problems that relate to the small-scale entrepreneur. The evaluation
ofoptions available and decisions to bemade in initiating a business: implementing
financial and administrative controls, operating systems, pricing and marketing strategy,
and understanding the legal environment in which the business must function.
BUS 325Business, Government, andSociety/3 sem. hrs. (BfM 315,POL315)
Consideration ofrelationships between business enterprises and thesocial and political.
milieu inwhich these enterprises operate. New concepts in business ethics and cor-
porate responsibility. Governmental regulation of business.
BUS 332 Procurement and Contracting/3 sem. hrs. This course builds on the
concepts of BUS 225 and provides an overview of competitive and noncompetitive
procurement principles and techniques. Course content includes theconcepts ofstan-
dardization, "make versus buy" decisions, value analysis, contract administration, and
contract incentives. Prerequisite: BUS 225.
BUS 355Introductionto International Businessl3sem. hrs. (BUS 255, MGT
491)Survey ofthe field that includes the legal and cultural environment ofinterna-
tional business; international financial system; management of international opera-
tions; personnel and labor relations; international marketing; international economics,
trade, and finance; multinational enterprise; international accounting. Prerequisite:
BUS 101.
BUS 363 Contractand ProcurementLaw/3sem. hrs, This course examines the
legal aspects ofcontracts andprocurement methodology, including the evaluation of
contract clauses and case law. Course content includes contract administration respon-
sibilities, quality assurance, minority contracting requirements, and theUniform Com-
merical Code as applied to the field. Prerequisite: BUS 332.
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BUS 371Man~ Processes/3sem. hrs. Application tomanagement pro-
cedures and techniques to analyze, plan, control, and evaluate production methods
and processes in industrial enterprises. Focus onthemanagement ofinterlace between
inventory and technology as they relate to labor and capital. Reference will be made
toquality assurance functions, sampling plans, and control charts. Prerequisite: Ap-
proval of Academic Division.
BUS 375 Current Issues in InformationManagement/3 sem. hrs. Computer
topics ofimportance to thedata processing business manager. Flow ofdata, distributed
processing, decision support systems, modeling. Emphasis isoninformation asa com-
pany resource and source information management practices. Prerequisite: as 300.
Identical to as 375.
BUS 409 Quantitative Methods/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 321) Emphasis on specific
decision-making tools and their applications in various business situations. How to
solve problems ofcost-volume-profit analysis; linear programming; Markov-ehain gaming;
theassignment problem; thetransportation problem; PERI' andother network models;
decision theory; inventory problems; computer simulation; and waiting linemodels.
Prerequisite: MAT 302.
BUS 437 Negotiations and PriceAnalysis/3sem. hrs. This course analyzes and
reviews thefuctors involved intheevaluation ofvendor price proposals and thenegotia-
tion process. Course content includes negotiation theory and dynamics, priee-cost
analysis techniques, use of incentives, etc. Prerequisites: BUS 225, 332.
BUS 461 Research Methods/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 499) This course introduces a
setofconceptual tools and techniques thatwill beapplied to theanalysis and propos-
ed solution ofreal problems inanorganization setting. Students will submit a research
proposal aspart ofthe course requirements. Prerequisites: COM 111 or LAN 111
or LAN 311; MAT 302.
BUS 462 Management Applied Projectl3 sem hrs. This is a course registration
number for students in the BPM program who must complete an applied project,
orPraeticum, aspartoftheir degree requirements. Students will meet inpeer study-
review groups on anoccasional basis rather thana regularly scheduled class. Prere-
quisite: BUS 461 and Approved Project Proposal.
BUS 475 Lawtor Hospitality Managers/3 sem. hrs. Specific law for hotel and
restaurant managers. Students aretaught the laws andregulations that apply to the
hospitality industry. Innkeeper-guest relationships, contracts, civil rights, and liability
are emphasized. Prerequisite: BUS 215.
BUS 488 Business Strategy and Policy/3 sem. hrs. {BUS 498) An integrative
senior year course inwhich thedisciplines ofmanagement, finance, behavioral sciences,
and marketing will focus on the solution ofspecific business problems. Case studies
will be employed in this course. Prerequisites: FIN 301, LAN 201 or COM 203
or LAN 312 and Senior Standing.
BUS 489 Purchasing Policy/3 sem. hrs. This course examines the field of pur-
chasing/procurement relating and integrating it withother functional areas asa vital
part oftotal corporation strategy. Review oftheNational Purchasing Management ex-
amwill bepresented aspartofthis course. Prerequisites: BUS 225, 332, 363, 437.
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BUS 491-498 Advanced Special'lbpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics in business
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special 'Ibpics covering differing content.
BUS 499Independent Study in Business/1-12 sem. hrs. (BUS 197, 297, 397,
497) The student selects, and carries out independently, library and/or empirical
research. Faculty supervision isprovided onanindividual basis. Prerequisite: Written
Consent of Instructor and Division Director.
COMMUNICATIONS (COM)
COM 111 Critlcal Reading and Writing 1/3 sem. hrs. (COM 1018/COR 101)
Emphasis onexpository and persuasive writing, writing competency skills, and reading
for comprehension. Prerequisire: Placement Examination.
COM 112 Critlcal Beading and Writing Dl3 sem. hrs. (COM 1028/COR 102)
Emphasis on argumentative writing and analytical reading. Includes an introduction
to research techniques, library skills, and theconventions oftheresearch paper Prere-
quisite: COM 111.
COM 201 Introduction to JournaUsm/3 sem. hrs. 'fraining in the elements of
reporting with emphasis onthemodem news story. Students willlearn the elements
ofnews, the style and structure ofnews writing, and the technology ofnewspaper
production. Prequisite: COM 112 or its equivalent.
COM 203Elements of Nonwritten Communications/3 sem. hrs. (COM 1038)
An examination ofspeech, sign and symbol, and gesture and body language as forms
of communication. Students will learn how to analyze and organize the speaking-
listening process and how torecognize different forms ofinterpersonal and group com-
munications.
COM 210 Mass Media/3 sem. hrs. (COM 1048, COR 201) An examination of
the impact oftechnology ontheway we receive and process information and images,
the basic legal and economic structure ofthe mass media, historical precedents and
events ofmass media, thenew cultural forms thathave emerged with themass media,
and the nature and implications of developing media technologies.
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CS)
<:8 111 Compurer Literacy/3 sem. hrs, (COM 105, 1058, COR 134) Introduc-
tion for thenontechnical person. Computer literacy, principles ofcomputer operation,
uses ofcomputers insmall businesses, schools, social service agencies, hospitals. Handson
experience with microcomputers and specialized software.
<:8 121 Computer Literacy for the Legal Profession/3 sem. hrs. Introduction
for thenontechnical person. Computer literacy, principles ofcomputer operation, uses
ofcomputers in the legal profession. Hands-on experience with microcomputers and
specialized software utilized by the legal profession. (Credit cannot be obtained for
both CSILEG 121 and CS 111) Identical to LEG 221.
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G9 113 Business Applicatlons of Microcomputers/3 sem. hrs, Theory and ap-
plications of programs for microcomputers that are useful in the business environ-
ment. Accounting, database management, and information system management
programs will be included. Computer laboratory course. Prerequisite: ACf 205,
G9 111. Identical to BUS 113.
G9 114 Computer Applications for Health Care Administrators/3 sem. hrs.
Theory and applications ofprograms for computers that areuseful in thehealth care
environment. The course will include discussion ofcomputerized monitoring and testing
in addition to hands-on experience with microcomputers.
G9 115 Microcomputer Applicatlons/3 sem. hrs. Theory andapplication ofpro-
grams for microcomputers that are used in management. Database programs, elec-
tronic spread sheets, telecommunimtions will beincluded. Alaboratory-oriented oourse.
Prerequisite: G9 111. Identical to BUS 115.
G9 116 Advanced Microcomputer Applications/3 sem. hrs. A continuation of
CS 115. Emphasis ontheuse ofthemicrocomputer in themanagement setting. Hands-
on use ofcomputer programs designed specifically for managers. Prerequisire: <:8
115. Identlcal to BUS 116.
G9 150 Introduction to Computer Organization/3 sem. hrs. An introduction
to principles ofdigital computer operation and organization, datarepresentation, the
central processing unit, memory, input/output devices, number systems, logic systems.
Prerequisite: MAT 102.
G9 160 Fundamentals of Logic Design/3 sem. hrs. An introduction to elemen-
tary digital logic circuits, Boolean algebra, Karnaugh maps, digital counters, other
basic circuit elements. Number set modules, binary, octal and hexadecimal number
systems are investigated and related to digital computing structures. Prerequisite:
demonstrated competency equivalent to MAT 105 or MAT 150.
G9 165 Fundamentals ofComputers and Information Processing/3 sem.hrs.
An introduction to various types ofcomputer hardware. Steps indesigning, program-
ming, and implementing computer systems. Basic computer terminology.
CS 170 Introduction to Progranuning/3 sem. hrs, (<:8 201) An introduction
togood programming techniques including flowcharting, code design, debugging techni-
ques and documentation, problem-solving methods and algorithm development tobe
usedin the design ofcomputer programs. The language BASIC will betaught aspart
ofthis course. An introduction totheuse ofmicrocomputers and computer terminals.
Prerequisite: demonstrated competency equivalent to MAT 102, <:8 150.
G9 200 BASIC/3 sem.hrs. Continuation ofIntroduction to Programming including
introduction to random and sequential files, program design, modular design, struc-
tured prograrpming, large programming design, documentation. Prerequisite: <:8170.
G9 210 Fortran/3 sem. hrs. Introduction to the language FOIITRAN with reference
tothelatest standards, special techniques ibr programming inFOurRAN. Prerequisite:
<:8 170.
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ffi 220Business Oriented LaDguage (OOBOL)/3 sem. hrs. Astudy oftheCOBOL
programming language with emphasis on business applications. 'Ibpics covered will
include program structure andbreakdown, report generation, and file handling. Prere-
quisite: es 170.
ffi 221 ComputerApplications tbr the Legal Profession/3 sem. hrs. Theory
and application ofprograms tor computers thatare used inthelegal prolilssion. Hands-on
experience withmicrocomputers andspecialized software utilized by the legal profes-
sion. Identical to LEG 221. Prerequisite: ffi 111 or ffi 121.
ffi 235 ComputerApplications Environment/3 sem. hrs. Asurvey ofthe uses
ofcomputers in business andscience. Emphasis onspecific business applications. Pr0-
cedures fur identifying andselecting hardware andsoftware. Prerequisite: ffi 165.
Identical to BUS 235.
ffi 291-299 Special 'lbpics in Computer Sciencel3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpies in com-
puter science thatare not included in regular course ofterings and Im\Y betak~ without
prerequisites. Specific content is announced in the course schedule for a given term.
Students may re-enroll fur Special 'Ibpics covering differing content.
ffi 300 ComputerSecurity, Ethics, and Auditing/3 sem. hrs. Issues ofsecuri-
ty, privacy, andcontrol from the viewpoint of the computer user. ~phasis on pro-
cedures fur protecting systems from unauthorized use, theft, vandalism, andnatural
disasters. Ethical issues in computer usage. Prerequisite: ffi 235.
ffi 306 Digital Design/3 sem. hrs. Application of the principles of logic design
in digital systems. Arithmetic logic units, parallel and serial interfaces, infurmation
transfer ina digital system, major hardware components andperipheral devices, digital.
computers. Prerequisites: cs 160, BE 305.
ffi 308 Cooperative Education/no credit Work placement for a period of 16-18
weeks. The placement will be directly related to the student's program of study.
ffi 315 Advanced OOBOIJ3 sem. hrs. A continuation of CS 220 withemphasis
on advanced computer problem solving. Prerequisite: ffi 220.
ffi 320 Organization of Programming Languages/3 sem. hrs. Development of
an understanding ofthe organization ofprogramming languages, introduction to fur-
mal study of programming language specification and analysis, comparison of two
ormore high level modem programming languages. Prerequisites: ffi 210, 330, MO.
ffi 330StructuredProgramming (PASCAL)/3 sem. hrs. Basic principles ofstruc-
tured programming and language fuundation. PASCAL will be taught as an example
ofa structured programming language. Prerequisites: ffi 170, and ffi 210or 220
recommended.
ffi 335 Assemblers and Assembly Language Programming/3 sem. hrs. A
detailed analysis oftheoperation ofassemblers. Assembler features, assembly language
programming, macrofu.cilities. Assembly language programs will be written as part
of this course. Prerequisites: ffi 150 or 160 and ffi MO.
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CS340 Data Structures/3 sem. hrs, An introduction tothe concepts andtechni-
ques ofstructuring dataon bulk storage devices, introduction todatastructures and
file processing including lllTl\YS, records, strings, lists, trees, stacks, queues, manipulation,
and limitations of files. Prerequisite: ffi 330.
CS345 Distributed Data Processing/3 sem. hrs. An examination ofthe features
andimpact ofdistributed systems in the business environment. Prerequisites: CS
220.
CS355 The "C" ProgrammingLanguage/3sem. hrs. Astudy ofthe "C" Pr0-
gramming language with emphasis onpointer and datastructure features ofthe language
as well asspecific application material pertinent to editing, library linking, andfunc-
tion dispatching in an ffiM(TM) PC environment.
CS 365Methods of Systems Analysis/3 sem. hrs. An overview ofsystems develop-
ment with emphasis on techniques and tools of system documentation and logical
system specification. Prerequisite: CS 220.
CS370SoftwareDesign/3 sem. hrs. Algorithm analysis, software design, manage-
ment of large software projects, functional specification, design and testing phase of
large scale projects, quality control. Prerequisite: CS 330.
ffi 375 Current Issues in InfbnnationManagement/3 sem. hrs. Computer topics
ofimportance tothe dataprocessing business manager. Flow ofdata, distributed pro-
cessing, decision support systems, modeling. Emphasis is on information as a com-
pany resource andsource infurmation management practices. Prerequisite: CS300.
Identical to BUS 375.
CS401 Organization of the ComputerEnvironment/3 sem. hrs. Management
of the computer environment, personnel, customer interface, budgeting, coordina-
tion, policy development, staffing, department internee, hardware and software selection
planning, maintenance, andmanagement. Prerequisite:Requires Seniorstanding.
CS405 ComputerArchitecture/3 sem. hrs. The analysis and design ofcomputer
systems, the interrelation ofsoftware and hardware design in thefinal computer system,
interrelation between the operating system andthe architecture ofcomputer systems,
concurrent processes andrecourse allocation. Prerequisite: CS306. Suggested prere-
quisite: CS 335.
CS 420 Operating System Concepts/3 sern. hrs. Methods in the analysis and
design oflarge scale systems, including concepts ofsemaphores, processed, linear ad-
dress space, resource allocation, protection, andbasic topics inoperating system develop-
ment. Prerequisite: CS 460.
CS 451 Database Management-An Infbrmation Systems Emphasis/3 sem.
hrs. Concepts andstructures necessary to design andimplement a database manage-
ment system including logical file organization anddata organization techniques, data
models, networks, data integrity, and file security. Emphasis is on the logical and
user's viewpoint. Prerequisites: CS220, 340. Students may not receive credit for
this course and CS 450.
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CS 452 Database Management-A Computer Science Emphasis/3 sem. hrs,
Concepts and structures necessary to design and implement .a d~tabase m.anagement
system, including physical file organization and data org~tIOn tectu:iques, data
models, networks, data integrity, and file sec~ty. ~p~asIS IS.ontheoretical founda-
tions and physical system implementation while considering IOglC:U and ~r problems.
Prerequisites: CS 220, 340. Students may not receive credit for this course and
CS 450.
CS 460 Systems Programming/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofvarious system programm-
ing techniques, hardware-software interface, software controlled ~ware. A com-
parison ofseveral existing computer systems will bemade. PrereqUISIteS: CS 335,
340.
CS 471 Mvanced Microcomputer Applications Inte~ing/3 sem. brs: Spread-
sheet, database, word processor interfu.cing with programmmg languages, and mt~uc~
tion to decision support system construction and expert syste~. Pre~UlSIte.
knowledge of WordStar, dBase and Pascal. Semor standing reqmred.
CS 475 EDP Audit andControl/3 sem. hrs. Introduction ~ ED~ aUdit~ with
emphasis on EDP controls, audit types, and ~~dit techniques including therr effects
on computer system development. PrereqUISIteS: CS 315, 345.
CS 480 Introduction to Co~pilers .an~ Interp~ters/3 s~m. Iu;s. ~ introd.U~
tion tocompiler/interpreter design. 'IbPICS include lexical analysis, ~'. mtermedia
code, final code generation, optimization, and error recovery. PrereqUISIte: CS 320.
CS 481Ma Programming Langnage/3 sem. hrs. Fundamentals ofAda ~cluding
details of its historical development and its s!Jnilarities.to~. Em~hasIS on.the
special features ofAda in~luding data .a?stractIOns, multitasking, exception handling,
encapsulation, and genencs. Prerequisites: CS 330, 340.
CS 482Introduction toUNlX/3 sem. hrs. Basic concepts on~operat~ ~~:
system commands, system calls, library functions, system editors, mtroductl~n to C
and Shell programming languages, software development tools, text formattmg tools,
and system maintenance utilities. Prerequisites: CS 335, 340.
CS 485 Theory of Computation/3 sem. hrs. Theoretical apPT?ach to computer
science. 'Ibpics include correctness, automata and turingmachines, finite state machines,
grammars. Prerequisites: CS 210, MAT 210.
CS 490 Directed Project in Computer Science/3 sem. brs..A malor project in
computer science will be comp}eted by :he studen~ under the direction ofa fuculty
member. Prerequisite: ReqUIreS Semor standing.
CRIMINAL dUSTICE (CRd)
CBJ 101 Introduction to Criminal Justice/3 sem. ~'. A~ey ~f t~e criminal
justice system: agencies and processes involved intheadministration ofjustice, Nature
of crime.
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CBJ 291-299 Special Thpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpics in criminal justice that are not
included in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in thecourse schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for special topics covering different content.
CBJ 310 Criminology/3 sem. hrs. (CBJ 401) Advanced study ofcriminal behavior:
itsclassification and prevalence. Emphasis ontheories ofcauses ofcrime. Prerequisite:
CBJ 101 or SOC 101.
CBJ 430 Juvenile Crime and Justice/3 sem. hrs, Advanced study of special
characteristics and causes ofjuvenile crime. Principles and practices for itsprevention
and control. The administration ofjuvenile justice. Prerequisite: CBJ 101 or SOC
101. Identical to SOC 430.
CBJ 471 Professional Issues in Criminal Justice/3 sem. hrs, Examines cur-
rent concerns of those in the field ofcriminal justice. Typical topics include public
perceptions, relevant legislation, ethical issues, professional identity, education, per-
sonal development, and future directions. Prerequisite: CBJ 101.
CBJ 491-498 Mvanced Special Thpics/3 sem. brs. Advanced topics in criminal
justice that are notincluded inregular course offerings. Specific content and possible
prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may
re-enroll for special topics covering different content.
ECONOMICS (ECO)
EOO 201 Principles of Macroeoonomics/3 sem. hrs. (COR 121) Astudy ofbasic
economic concepts, emphasizing analysis ofthe aggregate economy. Fundamental con-
cepts ofnational income and itsdetermination, economic fluctuations, monetary and
fiscal policies, and economic growth. Students may notget credit for thiscourse and
ECO 315.·
EOO 202Principles of Mieroeconomics/3 sem. hrs. The processes ofprice deter-
mination output and resources allocation in perfect and imperfect competition. 'Ibpics
include labor economics, international trade and finance, and alternative economic
systems.
ECO 315 Macroeconomics forManagers/3 sem. brs. (EOO 203,215) An ex-
amination ofbasic economic concepts emphasizing analysis ofcurrent economic issues
of the aggregate economy. A historical overview of economic philosophers provides
perspective to the modem emphasis. Students may notget credit for this course and
ECO 201.
ECO 321 Monetary Theory and Policy/3 sem. hrs. (FIN 321) The structure
and function ofthe American banking system, the Federal Reserve System, and the
function ofmonetary policy intheregulation ofthenational economy. Prerequisites:
ECO 201, 202.
ECO 355 International Economics/3 sem. hrs. Theory and practice of trade,
comparative advantage, trade barriers, balance ofpayments, economic development,
regional economic integration. Prerequisites: ECO 201, 202.
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ECO 421BusinessCycles and Forecasting/3 sem. hrs. (FIN 421)Emphasizes
the aggregate fluctuation in business, t~ing the~ stages ~f development from
upswing through prosperity to downswing. The leading t~eones ~n the causes of
business cycles. How to describe the methods of measunng busmess cycles and
forecasting the cyclical behavior with the aid ofindicators. Prerequisite: ECO 201.
ECO 491-498 Advanced Special1bpicsl3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics ineconomies
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and possible prere-
quisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-
enroll for special topics covering different content.
EDUCATION (EDU)
EDU 141 Personal CareerDevelopmentl3 sem. hrs. The process ofcareer develop-
ment applied to the student identifying vocational interests an~ aptitudes, obtaining
infurmation about occupations, gaining experiences through practicums and cooperative
education, and establishing career plans. Useful for students adjusting to the college
role. Identical to MGT 141 and PSY 141.
EDU 222Sociological Foundations of Education/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofmajor
sociological changes of the past 50 years and their impact on education.
EDU 226 Administration of Early Chlldhood Programs/S sem. hrs. Asurvey
course identifying the responsibilities ofearly childhood administration andthecom-
petencies needed to discharge them successfully.
EDU 817Instructional Materials/3 sem. hrs, The use ofa variety ofmaterials
in an educational program, including literature, media, and independent learning
material.
EDU S22 Use of Microoomputers in the Cla8sroom/8 sem. hrs. A course to
prepare teachers for the use ofmicrocomputers in the.elementary and SOC?ndary in-
structional programs, featuring handson experiences m a laboratory setting,
EDU 336Educational Psychology-IS sem. hrs. Principles ofpsychology and their
application in education. Consideration of learning, individual differences, develop-
ment and teacher effectiveness. Prerequisite: PSY 111.,
EDU 340 Administrative Leadership and Decision Making for Early
Chlldhood/3 sem. hrs. A review ofvarious leadership styles and decision-making
techniques as they apply tothe administrator's responsibilities in~ce ~d budget,
program development and evaluation, and home and school relationships,
EDU 341Curriculum Decisions of Early Chlldhood Programs/3 sem. hrs. A
study ofcurricula and activities to meet the needs of the student population, with
thesubsequent decisions astoappropriate methods, necessary matenals, ~d th~ ~
oftime and space. Leadership in staff development to implement the decisions IS m-
cluded.
EDU 350 'leaching Styles and Student Aehievementl3 sem. hrs. A survey of
various teaching styles asusedin presentations, activities, evaluations and classroom
relationships, and their effect on student achievement.
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EDU 351 Computer Applications fur the Classroom Thacher/3 sem. hrs. Acomprehe~ve co~ treat~ the.spectrum of conceptual understanding for com-
puter use m education, technical skills for computer operation asit relates toelemen-
tary education, and application of computer skills and teaching techniques to the
content areas.
EDU 860Substance Abuse Intervention in the Schools/3 sem. hrs. This course
covers the classification and identification ofdrugs, as well as the behavioral criteria
for recognizing alcohol and drug abuse. Attention isgiven toprevention intervention
and co~ling techniques, ~ well as legal issues related to student &-ug use. Also
covered IS the use ofappropnate educational resources andservices to assist students
who show signs of alcohol or drug abuse. Identical to PSY 360.
~U 361 Educational Strategies for Drug Prevention Progl'ams/8 sem. hrs.
This ?O~f~ upon the. development ofeffective drug prevention programs. Ap-
propnate instructional techniques for substance abuse will be covered as well as an
examination of the drug prevention resources available. In addition' methods for
evaluating theeffectiveness ofdrug education programs will be exarnided. Identical
to PSY 361.
~U .406 Foundations of Mental Retardation/3 sem. hrs. A study of the
bIO!O?Ical, psychological, and sociological foundations of mental retardation. Prere-
qOlSlte: EDU 435.
EDU 407~culum fur.Mental Rem.rdation/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofthedevelop-
ment ofcumcula appropriate for various levels ofmental retardation including the
teaching techniques and materials for implementation. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 408 Classroom Proceduresfur MentalRetardation/8 sem. hrs. Astudy
ofmanagement techniques, teaching strategies, and instructional materials appropriate
for educational programs for the trainable and educable mentally retarded. Prere-
quisite: EDU 435.
EDU 412 Chlldren's Literatore/3 sem. hrs. A study ofchildren's literature in-
cluding history, techniques ofwriting, trends, examples ofdifferent forms and tec'hni-
ques for teaching literature to children. '
EDU 413 Instructional Use of Audio-Visual Materlals/3 sem. hrs, A general
course for teachers at allgrade levels. Methods ofusing audio-visual materials on the
instructional program. The selection, production, and evaluation of instructional
materials and techniques for their inclusion in curricula.
EDU 429 Educational Programming for the EmotionalJy Disturbed/3 sem.
hrs. A study of program designs for curricula objectives, with delivery fonnats ap-
propriate for emotionally disturbed students. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 430 Classroom Management of the EmotionalJy Disturbed/3sem. hrs.
Astudy ofmajor theoretical models ofemotional disturbance in children and specific
classroom strategies suggested by each model. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
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EDU 432 PrecisionTeaching and Behavior Modification/3 sem. hrs. The for-
matofa precision program in academics coupled with techniques ofbehavior modifica-
tionisevaluated for instructing the emotionally disturbed. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 433Identification and Remediation of Learning Disabilities/3 sem. hrs,
A discussion of the nature and variety of learning disabilities, as well as techniques
for their identification and remediation and for the assessment of learning potential.
Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 434 Learning Assessment/3 sem. hrs. Tests and measurements, the con-
struction andevaluation oftests; methods andtheories, including theuse oftest results,
in curriculum selection.
EDU 435 Survey in the Educationof Exceptional Children/3 sem, hrs. Iden-
tification of the range of defects that cause children to be classified as exceptional.
A survey of the problems of such children and the need for providing appropriate
educational experiences.
EDU 436 Methods of Teaching Reading in Middle Schooll3 sem. hrs. Identi-
fying reading skills, evaluating skills, andrecognizing anddiagnosing reading problems
in middle school. A discussion ofprescriptive methods andmaterials to increase the
reading performance of students in the middle school.
EDU 438Educational Assessment of Exceptional Children/3 sem. hrs. Educa-
tional assessment, including evaluative and instructional techniques, for exceptional
children to provide an objective database for individualized instruction. Prerequisite:
EDU 435.
EDU 439 Individualization of Diagnosis and Instruction fur the Learning
DisabledChild/3sem. hrs. Skills for the diagnosis of various learning disabilities
andtheplanning ofindividual programs for the learning disabled child. Various models
of curricula, and instructional and individual classroom designs for learning disabled
children willbe discussed withan emphasis on the techniques needed for developing
individualized programs for learning disabled children. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 440 Introduction to Language Development and SpeechDisabilities/3
sem. hrs. Astudy oflanguage development andvarious speech andlanguage disorders
in children, withan emphasis onthe assessment ofindividual problems andprogram-
ming for their remediation within the classroom. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 441 'Thchniques of Corrective or Remedial Readingl3 sem. hrs. 'Iechni-
ques and instructions for the identification of problems of reading and a discussion
ofthe prescriptive techniques for corrective or remedial procedures in reading. Prere-
quisite: ELE 332 or equivalent.
EDU 447 Teaching: Principlesand Practlces/3 sem. hrs. Principles ofeffective
teaching, different teaching styles, microtechniques, and use of materials.
EDU 448 Classroom Management/3 sem.hrs. A study of the factors that con-
tribute to classroom management, e.g., curricula, methods and materials, and stu-
dent and teacher behavior.
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EDU 450 The Gifted Student: Nature and Needs/3 sem. hrs. A study of the
characteristics of the gifted, identification procedures, and the utilization of assessed
strengths and weaknesses to maximize educational and social growth.
EDU 451EducationalProceduresfur the Gifted/3sem. hrs, Astudy oflearn-
ing styles of the gifted and matching teaching strategies appropriate to their needs
and interests withanattempt toparallel opportunities for cognitive andeffective growth.
EDU 452 Internship/9 sem. hrs. Comprehensive review andpractical application
ofeducational philosophy, method, and strategy through a seminar and a nine-week
supervised studentteaching assignment. Prerequiste: Writtenconsentof Program
Director.
EDU 455 Guiding and Counseling the GiftedStudent/3 sem. hrs. A study of
basic counseling techniques to help the classroom teacher guide the gifted student
toward optimum academic and social growth. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 458 Classroom Management of the Exceptional Student/3 sem. hrs.
(FonnerJy Classroom Management of the laming Disabled Child) Identification
andimplementation ofclassroom management procedures appropriate for specific ex-
ceptionalities. Prerequisite: EDU 435.
EDU 463 Principles of Coaching/3 sem. hrs. Emphasis on theory and practice
in coaching sports.
EDU 464Administration of Athletic Programs/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofthe duties
and responsibilities of the athletic director for the purpose of improving the athletic
program.
EDU 468 Structural Linguistics/3 sem. hrs, Astudy ofthe structure oflanguage,
basic principles of linguistics. Survey of different approaches and techniques used in
language study.
EDU 491-498 Advanced Special'lbpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics in educa-
tion that arenot included in regular course offerings. Specific content andprerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
special topics covering different content.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (ELE)
ELE 110 Introduction to Early Childhood Education 1/3 sem. hrs. Meeting
the physical andintellectual needs ofthe preschool child. Characteristics ofthe learn-
ing environment conducive to safety and good health, as spelled out in state and
local licensing procedures andrules for healthful living; a program to foster the growth
of physical, affective, and cognitive competencies in the preschool child.
ELE 111 Introduction to Early Childhood EducationID3 sem. hrs. Fostering
language growth and the development of a health selfconcept. Stages in language
development and implementation to assure optimum growth for the individual child.
Identification ofthe children's strengths andtheir potential contributions to their positive
self-image.
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ELE 112 Introduction to Early Childhood llI/3 sem. hrs. Promoting develop-
ment through management skills and parentcommunity involvement. The child as
a member ofhis school, home, and play groups; principles ofgood management that
contribute to an orderly, productive classroom setting; establishing mutual respect
in teacher/parent relationships and an effective reporting procedure ofa child's pro-
gress; teacher/staff relationships that assure a commitment to thegoals ofthecenter.
ELE 311 'leaching Social Studies in Elementary Schools/3 sem. hrs. Study
ofcontent, including conservation ofnatural resources, methodology, program develop-
ment, appropriate activities, and evaluative techniques for elementary social studies.
ELE 312 'leaching Science in Elementary Schools/3 sem. hrs, Content and
methods for teaching science in the elementary school; "hands-on" approaches,
resources, material and ideas drawn from thestudent's experiences will all be discussed.
Prerequiste: PRY 101 or equivalent.
ELE 313 Thaching Music in Elementary School/3 sem. hrs. Study ofthe fun-
damentals ofmusic, contents ofa music program, and special methods of teaching
and using music in the elementary school curriculum.
ELE 314 Thaching Art in Elementary School/3 sem. hrs. Contents and methods
ofteaching art in the elementary school. Problems in the selection ofmaterials and
the evaluation of activities, as well as ideas and art projects will be included.
ELE 315 Health and Physical Education in Elementary School/3 sem. hrs.
The curriculum, content, and methods in effective health education in the elemen-
tary school. Methods and materials for physical education.
ELE 316 Thaching Mathematics in Elementary School/3 sem. hrs. Content,
materials, and methods for teaching mathematics in the elementary school. Prere-
quisites: MAT 133 and Applied Arithmetic 'lest.
ELE 318 'leaching Language Arts/3 sem. hrs. Curriculum content, materials,
and methods for teaching the language arts including, but not limited to, spelling,
grammar, handwriting, composition, and children's literature.
ELE 331 Reading Skills in Elementary School/3 sem. hrs. An introduction to
the teaching ofreading in the elementary school; approaches to reading instruction;
evaluation of reading skills. Prerequisite: Basic personal readJng skills to be
evaluated by the program.
ELE 332Reading Evaluation/3 sem. hrs. Diagnosing reading problems, prescrib-
ing a variety ofmethods to increase reading ability. How to use a variety ofapproaches
to the teaching of reading. Prerequisite: ELE 331 and basicpersonal reading
skills to be evaluated by the program.
ELE 342 Designing the Elementary School Curriculum/3 sem. hrs. Astudy
ofthe selection ofappropriate curricula to achieve objectives for each ofthe content
areas in the elementary program.
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ELE 345 The Child in the Classroom/3 sem. hrs. This course describes prin-
ciples of teaching and general classroom management with particular emphasis on
the relationship ofthe teacher to the child asan individual learner and the relation-
ship of the teacher to the class as a learning group.
ELE 361 Special Methods of Early Childhood Education 1/3sem. hrs. Astudy
of various approaches to early childhood education.
ELE 362 Special Methods of Early Childhood Education ID3 sem. hrs. A
study of the methods and materials in early childhood education with emphasis on
the learning process. Kindergarten observation will be included in this course.
SECONDARY EDUCATION (SEC)
SEC 311 'leaching Social Studies in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Content
and methods for teaching social studies in the secondary grades. Program develop-
ment, appropriate activities and evaluation techniques will be discussed. Develop-
ment ofteaching skills and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching
social studies in the secondary schools. Reading skills necessary for the use of ap-
propriate materials in this content area will be identified.
SEC 312 Thaching Science in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Content and methods
for teaching science inthe secondary school: "hands-on" approaches, resources, material,
and ideas drawn from the student's experiences will all be discussed. Development
ofteaching skills and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching science
in thesecondary school. Reading skills necessary for the use ofappropriate materials
in this content area will be identified.
SEC 313 Thaching Music in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Study of the fun-
damentals ofmusic, contents ofa music program, and special methods of teaching
and using music in the secondary school curriculum. Development ofteaching skills
and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching music in thesecondary
schools. Reading skills necessary for the use ofappropriate materials in this content
area will be identified.
SEC 314 Thaching Art in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs, Contents and methods
of teaching art in the secondary school. Problems in the selection ofmaterials and
theevaluation ofactivities aswell asideas and art projects will beincluded. Develop-
ment ofteaching skills and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching
art insecondary schools. Reading skills necessary for the use ofappropriate materials
in this content area will be identified.
SEC 315 Health and Physical Education in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs.
Curriculum, content, and methods ineffective health education inthesecondary school.
Methods and materials for physical education. Development of teaching skills and
analysis ofmaterials and methods inprograms for teaching health and physical education
in the secondary schools.
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SEC 316 'Thaching Mathematics in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Content,
materials, and methods for teaching mathematics in the secondary school. Develop-
ment ofteaching skills and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching
mathematics inthesecondary school. Reading skills necessary for theuse ofappropriate
materials in this content area will be identified.
SEC 320 'leaching Foreign Language in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Con-
tent and methods of teaching foreign language in the secondary school. Language
development and expression. Analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for teaching
foreign language in the secondary school. Reading skills necessary for the use ofap-
propriate materials in this content area will be identified.
SEC 322 'Thaching Business in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. 'leaching business
subjects inthesecondary school. Methods and materials, program development, evalua-
tion techniques, resources, and teaching principles willall be discussed. Reading skills
necessary for the use ofappropriate materials in this content area will be identified.
SEC323 'Thaching English in Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Content and methods
ofteaching English in the secondary school. Language development and expression.
Development ofteaching skills and analysis ofmaterials, methods, and programs for
teaching English in the secondary school. Reading skills necessary for the use ofap-
propriate materials in this content area will be identified.
SEC324 'Thaching Speechin Secondary School/3 sem. hrs. Content and methods
of teaching speech in the secondary school including fundamentals, discussion and
debate, and drama. Prerequisite: 18 hrs. in speech.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (EE)
EE210 Networks 1/3 sem. hrs. Definitions ofcharge, current, voltage, resistance,
capacitance, and inductance. Ohm's law, Kirchoff's laws, nodal analysis, and mesh
analysis. Principles ofsuperposition, maximum power theorem, Thevenin's theorem
and Norton's theorem. Prerequisites: PHY 150, MAT 220.
EE 255 Engineering Laboratory 1/1 sem. hr. Basic laboratory to complement
Networks I. Prerequisite or Corequisite: EE 310.
EE305 Electronics for Computer Science Majors/3 sem. hrs, An introduction
tonetwork analysis and electronic circuitry. Definitions ofcircuit parameters and com-
ponents: voltage, current, resistance, capacitance, and inductance. Fundamental cir-
cuit analysis techniques, series and parallel combinations ofcomponents, transistor
and diodes characteristics and their applications in logic circuits, differences in ex-
isting manufacturing technologies for VLSI such as C-MOS, N-MOS, and PMOS. In-
tended as a special survey course for CS majors but will not meet requirements for
EE or CE majors.
EE 308 Cooperative Education/no credit. Work placement for a period of 16-18
weeks. The placement will be directly related to the student's program of study.
EE310 Networks W3 sem,hrs. Phasors, sinusoidal steady-state analysis, rms value,
average power, balanced three-phase circuits, resonance, frequency response, two-port
networks, and Laplace transforms. Prerequisites: EE 210, MAT 310.
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EE330 Electronics 1/3 sem. hrs. Introduction to the physical theory ofsemicon-
ductor devices, diodes, diode circuit applications, transistor characteristics transistor
equivalent circuits, and single-stage amplifiers. Prerequisite: EE 310. '
EE 335 Engineering Lab WI sem. hr. Laboratory work tocomplement electronics
theory course. Prerequisite or Corequisite: EE 330.
EE3~0 El~nicsW3 ~em. hrs. Analysis and design ofsingle-stage and multistage
amplifiers, difference amplifiers, and operational amplifiers. Frequency response and
other performance criteria with feedback. Oscillators. Prerequisite: EE 330.
ENGLISH AS ASECOND LANGUAGE (ESl)
ESL 104 English as a Second Langnage/3 sem. hrs. Intended for students from
non-English b~kgrounds who have been admitted to Level N ofthe Intensive English
Pro~'. C~t awarded for su~ssful completion ofLevel N subject matter: reading
~d wntmg skills at ~ level sufficient for study at a college oruniversity where English
IS the language of Instruction, and speaking/listening skills at an advanced pre-
professional level. '
FINANCE (FIN)
FIN 203 Financial and Accounting Management in Health Care/3 sem. hrs.
(HCS 4~3) Using accounting information to make managerial decisions. 'Ibpics in-
clude .third party payers, volume forecasting, budgeting procedures, and rate setting
techniques. Offered in HCS only.
FIN 213 Personal Finance/3 sem. hrs. (FIN 101) Survey ofpersonal financial
strategy Provides guidelines in many areas including borrowing money, investments,
insurance, home ownership taxes, and consumer rights.
FIN 301 Corporation Finance/3 sem. hrs. (FIN 211) Financial management as
it applies to organizations. Ratio analysis, leverage, cash budgeting, capital structure,
and other concepts offinancial management applied to business organizations. Prere-
quisite: ACT 205.
FIN 311 Financial Management/3 sem. hrs. A continuation and expansion of
Corporation Finance. Present value analysis, rate ofreturn, and other techniques us-
ed in the evaluation of investment alternatives. Prerequisite: FIN 301.
~ .315~ and Financial Institotions/3 sem. hrs. Nature ofthe opera-
tion ill commencal banks, savings and loan associations, and savings banks. Structure
and function of the loan, mortgage, bond, investment, trust, marketing, audit, and
other departments within the institutions. Impact of federal and state agencies and
their regulations upon these institutions.
FIN 411 Principles of Investments/3 sem. hrs. (FIN 331) Investment manage-
ment is emphasized including financial statements and portfolio management. How
to: analyze financial statements, use rating services such as Moody's and Standard
and Poor's, and compare growth and income investments. Prerequisite: ECO 201.
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FIN 455International Financel3 sem. hrs. International monetary systems, fOreign
exchange markets, exchange rates, international financial institutions, capital markets.
Prerequisite: FIN 301.
FIN491-498 Advanced SpecialThpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics in finance
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific contents and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special 'Thpics covering differing content.
GENERAL STUDIES (GEN)
GEN 327Respiratory Carefor Health Professionals/3 sem. hrs. Areview and
update of knowledge and skills of health professionals in management and care of
the adult with respiratory problems. Prerequisite: A professional health license;
employment in a health agency.
GEOGRAPHY (GEO)
GOO 205 Survey of Geograpby/3 sem. hrs. Study ofgeographic characteristics,
area relationships, and major regional problems and their impact onthewestern world.
Study of physical, human, economic, and political resources.
GEO 222 The Modern City/3 sem, hrs. Origins of the city. Cities as physical,
social, and economic systems. Comparative studies ofcities. Identical to SOC 222•
GEO 226 Conservation of Natural Besources/3 sem. hrs. (SSI(26) Study of
thenatural resources within theframework ofthemanenvironment system. Included
areproblems relating to pollution, populations, technology, growth, conservation of
theenvironment and developmental planning asthey relate tothe various geographic
areas of the western world and the nonwestern world. Identical to PRY 226.
GEO 228 Introduction to Oenology: The World of Wines/3 sem. hrs. Study
ofmajor wine regions ofthe western world. Examines fundamentals ofwine history,
vine cultivation, and wine production. Course will teach students about the varieties
of wines from different wine regions and will provide students with guidelines for
selecting and enjoying wines br various occasions. Prerequisite: Legaldrinking age.
GEO 291-299 SpecialThpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Thpics in geography that are notinclud-
ed in regular course offerings andmay be taken without prerequisites. Specific con-
tent is announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for Special 'Ioplcs covering differing content.
GOO 491-498 Advanced SpecialThpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics ingeography
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special 'Thpics covering different content.
HISTORY (HIS)
HIS 103American Historyto 1865/3sem. hrs. (HIS 201, SSI201) American
history from its colonial origins through the Civil War. Special emphasis is given to
analyzing and evaluating theIlli\ior fOrces and ideas thathave shaped American political,
social, and economic life.
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HIS 104American History Since 1865/3 sem. hrs. (HIS 202, SSI202)American
history from Reconstruction to the present. Special emphasis is given to analyzing
and evaluating the major forces and ideas that have shaped American political socialandecooomic~. ' ,
HIS105The American Experience/3 sem. hrs. (COR 104) An examination of
several ofthekey structures and ideas thathave shaped the development oftheUnited
States as a particular political, social, and cultural entity.
HIS210 Boots of Western Society/3 sem.hrs. (COR 103, HIS101) Ahistorical
examination ofwestern society prior to the riseofmodem nations emphasizing such
interdisciplinary subjects as politics, social order, economics, and the religious and
philosophical ideas that have created the western heritage.
HIS 211 Modern Western Society/3 sem. hrs, (Fonnerly called History of
Western Civilization Since 1648; ms 102, SSI 102) A historical examination
of modem western society since the rise of modem nations emphasizing political
social, andeconomic movements, and the religious and philosophical ideas that hav~
shaped its development.
HIS 291-299 SpecialThpicsl3 sem. hrs. 'Thpics in history that arenot included
in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific content
is announced in the course schedule fOr a given term. Students may re-enroll fOr
Special 'Thpics covering differing content.
ms 310History of Political Thougbt/3 sem. brs. (poL (01) Astudy ofpolitical
philosophy from the ancient times to the present. 'Th include the maior philosophical
schools and their spokesmen. Presented within the context of significant historical
trends. Identical to LGS 310 and POL 310.
ms 321 The Great Individual in History/3 sem. brs. (HUM 380) The role
ofthegreat individual in historical events. Included isan examination ofthe qualities
which make the great individual and the extent to which the great individual in-
fluences the course of history.
ms 330 History of Political Thougbt/3 sem. brs. A study ofpolitical philosophy
from the ancients to thepresent. 'Th include the major philosophical schools andtheir
spokesmen. Presented within the context of significant historical trends. Identical
to LGS 330 and POL 330.
HIS410Emerging Nations/3 sem. hrs, Overview ofAfrica, China, and the Mid-
dle East; their peoples, states, and geography. The emergence of national political
systems and stratified societies, changing economic and population patterns, andthe
conflict between authoritarian andrevolutionary approaches to modernization. Com-
parison and contrast will bedrawn to the Latin American andCaribbean experience.
Identical to LAC 410.
ms 427 Florida History/3 sem. hrs, (SSI (27) An in-depth survey ofFlorida
history from 1500 to the present. Prerequisite: HIS201, 202 or consent of in-
structor.
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HIS 460 Studies. in Rey'0lutionl3 sem. hrs. (SSI (60) Major forces that have
shaped the revolutIOnary impulse J!om the 18th through the 20th century. Emphasis
upon the ~at revolutIO~: Amencan, French, Russian, Chinese-the background,
the underl~ reasons, Ideals, patterns of their growth, and their effects upon the
course of history. Identical to POL 460.
ms 491-49~ Advanc~ Special1bpics/3 sem, hrs. Advanced topics in history
that are not ill~luded ill regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are~oun?ed ill t~e co~ schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special 'IbpICS covering different content.
HUMANITIES (HUM)
~ 105Humanities 1/3sem. hrs. (COR 105, HUM 1018, 1028)Anexamina-
non of ver~al and visual arts, architecture, theater, film, dance, poetry, and music.
Students will study. the wo:~ of accomplished artists and also work creatively in
order toenhance theirappreciation and understanding ofthenature and useofaesthetic
works.
~ 171 N?va Community Singers 1/1 sem, hr. Participation in the Community
ASmgdi~ti~ requires attendance at rehearsals and group performances. Prerequisite:u on.
~17~ Nova Community Singers WI sem. hr. Continued participation in Com-
mumty Singers, Rehearsals and performances. Prerequisite: Audition.
HUM 17~ N~va Community Singers !WI sem. hr. Continued participation in
Commumty Singers, Rehearsals and performances. Prerequisite: Audition.
HUM 201~~d His Soci~ty!3 sem. ~. (HUM 101) An interdisciplinary
study.ofhum~tIC. values an~ insights, focusmg on the principal questions ofman
andhis place ill SOCIety. Drawing from thought in literature, drama, philosophy, and
poetry, t~e course seeks. to find the balance among the individual, his desires and
the requirements of SOCIety. '
HUM~~2 Man As AnIndividual/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 102) An interdisciplinary
humar.utles approach. to th~ p~~ound questions that confront man in the process of
evolution.. Them~ of~diVldual responsibilities, individual freedom, the nature
and mearung ofones mortality, and theplace ofvirtue anddestiny (or late) inone's life.
~ ~04 H~ties W3 ~em. hrs, (COR 202, HUM 2018,2028) An ex-
aminatlon ofliterary works to investigate philosophical themes such as how nature
and ~ood ~ affected by culture, existentialism, utopia/dystopia, Marxism, and
autobiographical representations. Prerequisite: COM 111.
~~1~ Freedom ~d 1btalitarianism/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 200, (11) An in-
terdisciplinary humarutIe~ approach to the philosophical, psychological, and social
aspects of~dom, totalitarianism, and related issues. Special interest in trends of
modern SOCIety.
HUM 240 !he Theatre Arts/3 sem, hrs. (HUM 217) The arts of the theater:
drama, mUSIC, dance, play production; with study ofplays representing major theatrical
trends.
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HUM 254 Introduction to Film Criticism/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 354) Anexamina-
tion of film as an art form. 'Ibpics include the "grammar" of film, film genres, the
documentary, the avant garde film, and critical approaches to film. Prerequisite:
COM 111.
HUM 260 Women and Law/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 314) This course examines sex-
based discrimination in American society. It includes a historical/sociological analysis
oftheevolution oflaws affecting women inemployment, education, health andwelfu.re,
property ownership, andcriminal justice. It also investigates public policy issues that
affect women's lives. The course focuses on the role ofthe law to promote orhinder
constructive social change. Identical to LGS 260.
HUM 263 Law andPopular Cultnre/3 sem. hrs. This course examines how the
legal system is presented in various popular media, particularly film. Attention will
bepaid to the conflict between the aesthetic requirements, the medium in question,
and actual practices of the legal profession. Identical to LGS 263.
HUM 291-299 Special 1bpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpics in humanities that are not in-
cluded in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for Special 'Ibpics covering differing content.
HUM 301 Art History/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 183) A survey ofart history stressing
how the arts reflect the culture in which they are created.
HUM 310 TheAmerican Character/3 sem. hrs. (SSI 356) The nature of the
American character within the context of modern personality theory, seeking the
underlying social andhistorical forces that have shaped the American. Anevaluation
ofcharacter values expressed in certain strands ofAmerican philosophy andliterature.
HUM 312 Women's Stndiesl3 sem. hrs. Anexamination ofwomen's roles insociety,
the history of those roles through feminist perspectives in the humanities and arts,
and the nature and significance of women's contribution to society. Prerequisite:
COM 111.
HUM 315Philosophical Issues/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofthe various philosophical
schools centering on such questions as: what is the nature of man; what is reality;
how do we know; what is true; what is beautiful; what is right.
HUM 318 Ethical Issues in Health Care/3 sem. hrs. (HCS 301) Surveys the
concepts, issues, conflicts, andtechnical decisions withmoral problems inhealth care.
Identification ofproblems health care professionals lace in human, moral, and ethical
conflicts. Offered in HCS only.
HUM 320 Principles of Eflicient Thinking/3 sem. hrs. Everyman's Logic: the
principles ofanalytical and critical thinking including deduction, induction, principles
and clear statement, valid and reliable reasoning, fullacies of argument and debate,
and the methods by which theories and laws are established.
HUM 321 Ethical and Moral Judgements/3 sem. hrs. Study and comparison
ofmajor writers on ethics. Includes discussion ofthe problems ofmaking ethical and
moral judgments; the conflicts between right and wrong, good and evil; and ways
of resolving moral and ethical dilemmas.
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HUM 315Philosophical Issues/3 sem. hrs, A study ofthe various philosophical
schools centering on such questions as: what is the nature ofman; what is reality;
how do we know; what is true; what is beautiful; what is right.
HUM 318 Ethical Issues in Health Care/3 sem. hrs. (RCS 301) Surveys the
concepts, issues, conflicts, andtechnical decisions with moral problems inhealth care.
Identification ofproblems health care professionals fuce in human, moral, andethical
conflicts. Offered in HCS only.
HUM 320 Principles of Efficient Tbinking/3 sem. hrs. Everyman's Logic: the
principles ofanalytical and critical thinking including deduction, induction, principles
and clear statement, valid and reliable reasoning, fallacies of argument and debate,
and the methods by which theories and laws are established.
HUM 321 Ethical and Moral Judgements/3 sem. hrs. Study and comparison
ofmajor writers onethics. Includes discussion ofthe problems ofmaking ethical and
moral judgments; the conflicts between right and wrong, good and evil; and ways
of resolving moral and ethical dilemmas.
HUM 322 Science andModern Thought/3 sem. hrs. Anexamination ofthe role
ofscience in themodern world including thenature ofthe scientific object, thenature
of the scientific method and scientific revolutions, the relation of scientific revolu-
tions, the relation ofscience to other modes ofknowing, andthe relation ofscience
to technology. Prerequisite: COM 111.
HUM 323 Contemporary Latin American Fiction/3 sem. hrs. Asurvey ofLatin
American fiction from 1940 to present. Lectures in English; students may read books
andwrite papers in English orSpanish. Prerequisite: COM 112 or its equivalent.
Identical to LAC 323.
HUM 326 Law andAmerican Culture/3 sem. hrs. Explores the relationship of
law to American culture at different historical moments. Emphasis placed upon the
cultural values, world view, and assumptions of the culture as it shapes the legal
mind. Identical to LGS 326.
HUM 351 American Literature/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 251) Survey of American
literature with emphasis onthegrowth ofAmerican thought asexpressed inthewritings
of selected American authors.
HUM 352English Literature/3 sem. hrs, (HUM 261) Asurvey ofselected English
classics witha focus onrelevance fur modern understanding. Literature as an expres-
sion of various periods is explored within a casual discussion format.
HUM 353 Films as Literaturel3 sem. hrs. An examination of the medium for
literary works. Includes viewing of representative films.
HUM 375Music Through History/3 sem. hrs. Aninterdisciplinary approach that
introduces the student to the basic structure ofmusical forms, as well as the evolu-
tion of these forms, and the relationship between musical evolution and basic
philosophical andhistorical trends. The music ofeach period will be listened to and
the students will be introduced to the malor composers and works of each period.
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HUM 381 Artand Society/3 sem. hrs. A study ofpainting, sculpture, architec-
ture, film, and music in the period from Baroque to modern times. FOCuses on the
relationship between artistic style and expression and the historical climate.
HUM 426 Law andthe American Mine113 sem. hrs, The study ofthe develop-
ment ofAmerican jurisprudence andlegal thought within thecontext oftheAmerican
intellectual climate. The course seeks the relationship between the patterns of legal
thought and the changing American mind. Identical to LGS 426.
HUM 451 Eastern Thought/3 sem. hrs. Study of the major philosophical and
religious systems ofthought from East andSouth Asia, such asHinduism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, and Thoism. Includes discussion of the relevant history and cultural
background.
HUM 491-498 Mvanced. Special1bpicsl3 sem.hrs. Advanced topics inhumanities
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special 'Ibpics covering different content.
LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION (LAN)
LAN 100 Language Arts Lab/3 sem. hrs. A review of basic writing skills em-
phasizing usage and organization based onreading andwriting assignments. Th prepare
students for LAN 111.
LAN 111 College Composition 1/3 sem. hrs.lnstruction in the principles andskills
ofeffective expository andpersuasive writing with competence. Prerequisite: Place-
ment examination.
LAN 112 College Composition W3 sem. hrs. A continuation of LAN 111 that
includes instruction in use of the library and requires the student to develop a
documented research paper. Prerequisite: LAN 111.
LAN 123Elementary Spanish/6 sem. hrs. (LAN 1211122) Essentials ofSpanish
language with emphasis on grammar, vocabulary, writing, and oral skills. Introduc-
tion to Spanish culture.
LAN 150 Intensive English-Level1/3 sem. hrs, The beginning level ofinstruc-
tion in English as a foreign language. The course consists of classes in each of the
three skill areas of the ianguage-conversation, writing, and reading. It is designed
for students who possess very limited or no knowledge of English. Offered only at
Panama Center.
LAN 201 Fundamentals of Public Speaking/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 201) 'll'ain.ing
and practice in thefundamentals ofspeech including methods ofobtaining and organiz-
ing materials and of presenting speeches effectively.
LAN 211 Intermediate Expository Writing/3 sem. hrs. Aworkshop course for
students seeking to extend theircommand ofexposition, argumentation and persua-
sion, and their mastery of prose style. Prerequisite: COM 112.
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LAN 223Intermediate Spanish/6 sem. hrs. (LAN 221/222) Readings inSpanish
literature and culture. Study ofSpanish idioms and syntax. Further development of
oral and written Spanish. Prerequisite: LAN 123.
LAN 250 Intensive English-Level W3 sem. hrs. The lower intermediate level
of instruction in English as a foreign language. The course consists ofclasses in the
three skill areas of the language and is designed for students who already possess
certain minimal skills in English. Offered only at Panama Center.
LAN 291-299 Special'Ibpics/3 sem. hrs. Topics in language that are not includ-
ed in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific con-
tent is announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for special topics covering different content.
LAN 301 Oral Interpretation/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 205) Relation ofappreciation
ofliterature to oral interpretation; evaluation and analysis ofselections ofprose and
poetry from the viewpoint oforal reading; basic techniques ofreading aloud. Prere-
quisite: LAN 201.
LAN 302Creative Writing: Poetry/3 sem.hrs.An examination ofthefundamentals
ofwriting poetry; learning to use metrical language and seeking the universal in in-
dividual human experience. Students will read a wide variety ofcontemporary poems
and will attempt to develop their own poetic language. Prerequisite: COM 111.
LAN 311 Writing for the Professions/3 sem. hrs. (Formerly Business Com-
munication) Asurvey ofEnglish composition skills and their applications to various
writing assignments. The course emphasizes the selection and employment of ap-
propriate styles for functional uses ofwritten communication. Includes writing com-
petency exam and research paper. Prerequisite: LAN 111.
LAN 312 Public Communication for the Professions/3 sem. hrs. Emphasis on
public communication skills required ofthe person in business or other professions.
Topics include: public speaking, conference speaking, visual and audio aids, listening,
and public interviews. Prerequisite: LAN 311.
LAN 350Intensive English-Level Ill/3 sem. hrs. The higher intermediate level
of instruction in English as a foreign language. The course consists of classes in the
three skill areas ofthe language andis designed for students who possess more than
minimal skills in English. Offered only at Panama Center.
LAN 450Intensive English-Level IV13 sem.hrs. The advanced level ofinstruction
in English asa foreign language. The course consists ofclasses in the three skill areas
of the language and is designed for students who already possess average skills in
English. Offered only at the Panama Center.
LAN 491-498 Advanced Special 'Ibpics/3 sem, hrs. Advanced topics in language
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special Topics covering different content.
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LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES (LAC)
LAC 213 Latin American andCaribbean Studies/3 sem. hrs, (COR 113) Latin
America and the Caribbean: its peoples, states, and geography. The emergence of
national political systems and stratified societies, changing economic and population
patterns, and the conflict between authoritarian and revolutionary approaches tomoder-
nization.
LAC 240 Comparative Legal Systems/3 sem. hrs, Astudy ofthe interrelation-
ship between cultures and legal systems; how legal systems develop as a response
to and expression of the cultures from which they derive. Identical to LOS 240.
LAC 261Cultural Minorities and the Law/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofthe position
oftraditional andblack societies within the legal systems ofAmerican nations. Topics
to bediscussed will include the relationship between American Indians and American
justice, the legal position of blacks in American societies, and the legal position of
Mexican-Americans in North American society from 1848 to present. Identical toLOS
261.
LAC 323 Contemporary Latin American Fiction/3 sem. hrs. Asurvey ofLatin
American fiction from 1840 to present. Lectures in English; students may read books
and write reports in English or Spanish. Identical to HUM 323.
LAC 485-488 Field Study in Latin America/3-12 sem. hrs, (SOC 485-488)
Afield experience relating to selected topics inLatin American and Caribbean Studies.
Specific content and prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given
term. Students may re-enroll in Field Study experience covering different topics and
cultures.
LAC 491-498 Advanced Special'Ibpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics in Latin
American and Caribbean studies that are not included in regular course offerings.
Specific content and prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given .
term. Students may re-enroll for special topics covering different content.
LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL STUDIES (LEG)
LEG 121 Computer literacy for theLegal Profession/3 sem, hrs, Introduction
for thenon-technical person. Computer literacy, principles ofcomputer operation, uses
ofcomputers in the legal profession. Hands-on experience with microcomputers and
specialized software utilized by the legal profession. (Credit may not be obtained for
both CSILEG 121 and CS lll) Identical to CS 121.
LEG 215 Introduction to Law and the Legal Profession/3 sem. hrs. Introduc-
tion to the structure and basic decisional processes of the American legal system;
the role of the lawyer and the legal assistant in private firms, government agencies,
and business; fundamentals oflegal interviewing, law office structure, and management.
LEG 221 Computer Applications for theLegal Profession/3 sem. hrs. Theory
and application ofprograms for computers thatare used in thelegal profession. Hands-on
experience with microcomputers and specialized software utilized by the legal profes-
sion. Identical to CS 221. Prerequisite: LEG 121 orpermission of coordinator.
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LEG 225Legal Fundamentals1/3sem. hrs. Fundamentals ofbusiness law; basic
principles ofcontracts, real estate law, business organizations, and wills and trusts.
LEG 226Legal Fundamentals Hl3 sem. hrs. Basic principles oftortlaw, criminal
law, family and juvenile law.
LEG 325 Legal Research and Writing/3 sem. hrs. A study ofthe primary and
secondary sources ofAnglo-American law with emphasis on the function ofthe law
library andthe acquisition ofresearch skills (including the use ofcomputer assisted
research). An introduction to the techniques ofpresenting the results ofresearch in
acceptable written form.
LEG 335 Legal Documents and Drafting/3 sem. hrs. A workshop to develop
skills inwriting and preparing necessary documents, i.e., corporate papers, real estate
forms, wills, bankruptcy. An introduction to civil procedure and preparation ofmo-
tions, pleading, orders, etc.
LEG 345 Fundamentals of Litigationand Advocacy/3 sem. hrs. Anatomy of
a law suit. Processes and practices relative to litigation in state and federal courts.
Preparation tbr trial; civil and criminal procedure and use ofrequired reference materials
such as Florida Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure.
LEGAL STUDIES (LSS)
LGS 201 Law in Action: Introductionto Legal Reasoning/3 sem. hrs, (BUS
1028, LAW 201)Introduction to the structure andbasic decisional processes ofthe
American legal system. Course material examines the central issues and processes
ofthe legal system in the perspective oftheireverydlw working relationships, courts
works, how to read and understand statutes, andanalyzing constitutional law. Prere-
quisite: COM 112.
LGS 210The Legal Profession/3 sem. hrs. (LGS 310)Astudy ofthe historical
and social development of the legal profession in America from the colonial period
to the present with emphasis on the structure of legal education, ethical standards,
and the public policy role of lawyers. Prerequisite: LGS 201.
LGS 240 Comparative Legal Systems/3sem. hrs. A study ofthe interrelation-
ship between cultures and legal systems; how legal systems develop as a response
to and expression of the cultures from which they derive. Identical to LAC 240.
LGS 260 Women and Law/3 sem. hrs. (LGS 314) This course examines sex-
based discrimination in American society. It includes a historical/sociological analysis
oftheevolution oflaws affecting women inemployment, education, health and welfure,
property ownership, and criminal justice. It also investigates public policy issues that
affect women's lives. The course focuses on the role of the law to promote or hinder
constructive social change. Identical to HUM 260.
LGS 261 Cultural Minorities and the Law/3sem. hrs. A study ofthe position
oftraditional and black societies within the legal systems ofAmerican nations. 'Ibpics
to bediscussed will include therelationship between American Indians and American
justice, the legal position of blacks in American societies, and the legal position of
Mexican-Americans inNorth American society from 1848 to present. Identical to LAC
261.
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LGS 262 Children and the Law/3 sem. hrs, A survey on the philosophical,
socialogical and legal doctrines that control the legal status of children in society.
The course will cover the topics ofdelinquency, dependency,neglect, abuse, and special
educational needs.
LGS 263 Law and Popular Cultore/3 sem. hrs, This course examines how the
legal system is presented in various popular media, particularly film. Attention will
be paid to the conflict between the aesthetic requirements, the medium in question
and actual practices of the legal profession. Identical to HUM 263.
LGS 281 Practicom in Community Law/1-3 sem. hrs. Experience in applying
legal studies in the community through placement in a law or law-related work ex-
perience. Supervision on-site and by the Academic Division. Credit(s) earned may
not be applied to LGS 450. Prerequisites: LGS 201 and written approval of
the Coordinator of Legal Studies major.
LGS 301 ConstitutionalHistory1/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofthe origin and develop-
ment of the American constitutional system from the colonial period to 1870. The
course will examine seminal decisions of the United States Supreme Court during
this period in their political, social, andeconomic context. Prerequisite: LGS 201.
LGS 302 ConstitutionalHistoryHl3 sem. hrs. Continuation ofthestudy ofthe
constitutional system ofthe United States. The course covers the period 1870 to the
present with special emphasis on Supreme Court decisions in the areas of federal-
state relations, individual liberties, and civil rights. Prerequisite: LGS 301.
LGS 326 Law and American Coltore/3 sem. hrs. Explores the relationship of
law to American culture at different historical moments. Emphasis is placed upon
thecultural values, world view, andassumptions ofthe culture asit shapes the legal
mind. Identical to HUM 326.
LGS 330 History of PoliticalThooght/3 sem. hrs. Astudy ofpolitical philosophy
from theancients tothe present. 'Ib include the major philosophical schools and their
spokesmen. Presented with the context of significant historical trends. Identical to
ms 330 and POL 330.
LGS 405 Civil and PoliticalLiberties/3 sem. hrs. A survey ofthe philosophical
basis and actual development ofcivil and political liberties in the United States. The
course primarily examines theleading United States Supreme Court cases in thearea.
Prerequisites: LGS 201, 302.
LGS 426 Law and the AmericanMind/3 sem. hrs. The study ofthe develop-
ment ofAmerican jurisprudence and legal thought within thecontext ofthe American
intellectual climate. The course seeks the relationship between the patterns of legal
thought and the changing American mind.
LGS 430 Legal ResearchlWriting and Mock 'nial/6 sem. hrs An integrated
approach to the fundamentals oflegal research and writing, trial advocacy, and basic
evidentiary concepts. Each student is required to research and prepare written and
oral arguments and prepare and try a mock trial. Prerequisite: LGS 201.
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1GS441International Law/3 sem. hrs, Introduction to the basic legal principles
governing therelations between nations. 'lbpics include recognition ofstates, jurisdic-
tion, human rights, treaties and agreements, law ofthe sea, and claims against na-
tions. Prerequisites: 1GS 201, 302.
1GS450 Senior Directed Study Projectl6 sem. hrs, Seniors in the major will
be required to apply their legal skills to a directed study project that examines in
depth a topical issue related to thelaw and society. This may involve a research paper,
judicial or practitioner internship, work with public interest groups, legal services
programs, orother law-oriented experience. Individual faculty sponsorship isrequired.
Prerequisites: Senior standing, LGS 302, 310, 420.
1GS 481 Advanced Practicom in Community Law/1-3 sem. hrs. Experience
in applying legal studies in thecommunity through placement ina law or law-related
work experience. Supervision on-site and bythe Academic Division. Credit(s) earned
may not be applied to LGS 450. Prerequisites: LGS 201 and written approval
of the Coordinator of Legal Studies major.
LIFE SCIENCES (LlC)
LSC 102 Concepts in LifeSciences/3 sem. hrs. (COR 132, SCI 2018) An in-
troductory course emphasizing concepts, principles, andproblems ofthe life sciences
and their relevance to significant issues confronting man. Emphasis is placed on in-
terdisciplinary approaches essential to theimprovement oftheresources, environment,
culture, and well-being of man.
LSC 104Environmental Studies/3 sem. hrs, Overview ofenvironmental science
that integrates social, economic, technical, and political issues. Problems ofecological
disruptions, growth ofhuman populations, land use, energy, nuclear power, food sup-
plies, pesticides, and pollution are covered. Identical to PRY 204.
LSC 105Concepts in Biology/3 sem. hrs. This course is designed to explore the
major concepts in biology from the cell to the behavior ofthe whole integrated plant
and animal. This course is intended for nonscience students.
LSC 211 Homan Sexuality/3 sem. hrs. (BES 350, PSY (13) Anatomy and
physiology ofthe human sexual system, human sexual response, the range ofsexual
behaviors, and sources ofattitudes and beliefs about sexuality. Identicalto PSY 211.
LSC 301 Anatomy and Physiology of the Vocal Mechanism/3 sem. hrs. In-
troduction to the anatomy, physiology, andneurophysiology ofthe vocal mechanism.
LSC 302 Anatomy and Physiology of Hearing/3 sem. hrs, Introduction to the
anatomy, physiology, and neuroanatomy of the auditory system.
LSC 357The Psychology and Physiology of Substance Abuse/3 sem. hrs. The
pharmacology and physiology of alcohol and drug use and the psychological effects
of psychoactive drugs. The nature ofaddiction and the disease concept, diagnostic
criteria for chemical dependency, and the physical and psychiatric disorders related
to substance abuse. Identical to PSY 357.
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LSC 364 Current Perspectives in Substance Abuse/3 sem. hrs. An overview
ofthemajor drugs ofabuse inAmerican society today. Includes health and legal issues
related to substance abuse, and resources available for the treatment of chemical
dependency andother drug-related problems. Identical to PSY 364. (Students may
not receive credit for this course and for LSCIPSY 365.)
LSC 365 Substance Abuseand Athletics/3 sem. hrs, Covers the major drugs
of abuse and the potential health risks associated with these. Covers psychoactive
drugs (including alcohol), steroids, blood doping, and nutritional supplements. Iden-
tical to PSY 365. (Students may not receive credit for thiscourse andfor LSCIPSY
364.)
MANAGEMENT (Mm
MGT 141 Personal CareerDevelopment/3 sem. hrs. The process ofcareer develop-
ment applied to one's self-identifying vocational interests andaptitudes, obtaining in-
lormation about occupations, gaining experiences through practicums and cooperative
education, and establishing career plans. Useful for students adjusting to the college
role. Identieal to EDU 141 and PSY 141.
MGT 2~5 ~ciples of Management/3 sem. hrs, (BUS 111, 205) An overview
ofthe histoncal development ofmanagement theory, the distinct schools ofmanage-
ment thought, thefunctions and processes ofmanagement, and theenvironment within
which the modem manager operates.
MGT 221 Budgeting, Controlling, and Planning/3 sem. hrs. Fundamental con-
cepts ofbudgeting with emphasis onprocess. Management uses ofplanning and con-
trolling ~ busin~ .. Historical andstandard costing, funds flow analysis, tax planning,
and busmess decision rules. Essentials of risk management, long term financing of
firms. Analysis ofappropriate methods tomanage static risk, capital budgeting, mergers,
and failures, Prerequisite: ACT 205, CS 112.
MGT 251 Supervisory Skills/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 251) Astudy ofthe fundamen-
tals ofsupervision. Leadership styles, responsibility, and authority and how they relate
to efficient supervision. Prerequisite: MGT 205.
MGT 260 Public Policy and Its Administration/3 sem. hrs. (poL 360) The
nature and scope ofpublic administration: principles, societal protection, assistance
to various groups, governmental proprietary enterprises, and regulation of business.
Bureaucratic organization, administration relationships, and policy making are also
included.
MGT 291-299 Special Thpics/3 sem. hrs, 'lbpics in management that are not
included in regular course offerings andmay be taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in thecourse schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for special topics covering different content.
MGT 302 Organizational Communication/3 sem. hrs. Survey course of com-
munication in organizations. 'lbpics covered are formal and informal communication
networks, communication roles, communication audits, and organizational barriers
to effective communication. Skills building emphasis.
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MGT 307 Stress ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. (MGT 492) This course examines
the process andcomplexities ofstress management, its impact onthe workplace, and
the overall quality of work life in an organization. Stressful events and conditions
will be presented and analyzed from three perspectives: individual vulnerability to
stressors, the environment in which that vulnerability is exposed to stressors, and
the resulting behavioral symptoms.
MGT 315 Personnel Administration/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 231, 315) Modem per-
sonnel policies, techniques, andmethods. The development ofsound wage andsalary
structures; the development ofvalid standards ofpersonnel selection andplacement;
the use ofpsychological testing; interviewing techniques. Prerequisite: MGT 205.
MGT 317 Organization Behavior/3 sem. hrs. (BUS 241, 317) An overview of
theinformal, people-centered aspects oforganization. 'Ibpies include: motivation, leader-
ship style, andvarious human relations-oriented theories. The interaction of the in-
dividual andthe organization as a dynamic interpllw that affects total organizational
eflectiveness. The role ofeffective communications in the organization. Prerequisite:
MGT 205.
MGT 355 International ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. The context of international
management, organization ofmultinational firms, cultural andenvironmental issues,
organizational problems in international operations, planning and control, interna-
tional financial management, international personnel management, relations with host
governments, comparative management. Prerequisites: BUS 255, MGT 205.
MGT 356 Substance Abuse in Business and Industry/3 sem. hrs. Scope and
cost ofalcohol and other drug-related problems in American business and industry
today, andthe role ofmanagers andsupervisors in dealing withthese problems. The
formulation ofcompany policies regarding substance abuse, effective educational and
intervention programs, andstrategies for implementing these. Identical to PSY 356.
MGT 366Management Infunnation Systems/3 sem.hrs. (BUS 300)This course
offers a broad coverage ofcomputer use, database management, andinformation system
fundamentals for managers living in an increasingly complex information society.
MGT 373 Hotel ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. Comprehensive survey of all phases
ofhotel management including staffing, sales, reservations, front office, introduction
to food andbeverage, housekeeping, andengineering. Also considers accounting and
control systems.
MGT 375Food and Beverage ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. An examination ofthe
food and beverage segment of the hospitality industry. Management techniques are
related to all types of restaurants ranging from fast food to gourmet.
MGT 377Production and Inventory Control/3 sem. hrs, Analysis ofproduction
systems, materials flow networks, methods ofcontrol and forecasting ofmarket and
resource activities. Examination ofcriteria for determining output, pricing (economic
order quotients and capital cost), investment (capital budgeting), concept of profit
centers, and cost functions. Prerequisite: BUS 371.
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MGT 388Operations ManagementJ3 sem.hrs. Management ofoperations within
the manufacturing sector, control of production operations, maintenance of quality
ofoutput and techniques for planning, and scheduling manuJilcturing operations. Prere-
quisite: MGT 377.
MGT 401 Health Care Organization and Administration/3 sem. hrs. (RCS
401)Anexamination ofhealth care organization in the U.S. from a systems perspec-
tive. Administrative implications ofthe various types ofhealth care organization models.
Offered in RCS only.
MGT 402 Legal Aspects of Health Care Administration/3 sem. hrs. (RCS
402) A study of legal liabilities and responsibilities of health care institutions and
professionals; federal, state, and local statutes for provision and regulation ofhealth
services and fucilities. Offered in RCS only.
MGT 415 Legal Environment of ManagementJ3 sem. brs. Amacro law course
emphasizing public law and regulation of business. Examines relationships such as
employer-employee, labormanagement, debtor-ereditor, and buyer-seller.
MGT 425 Human Resource ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. (BUS 415, 425, 441)
A capstone course in the behavioral management area that is in a seminar format.
'Ibpics to be covered are the HRM function in organizations, with specific emphasis
ontraining, development, andcareer pathing ofemployees; stress management; labor
relations and negotiations. Prerequisites: MGT 315, 317.
MGT 441 Pbysical Distribution and Transportation/3 sem. hrs. Nature, organiza-
tion, andadministration ofphysical distnbution and transportation systems. Fundamen-
tals anddevelopment oftransport networks andeconomic changes due to demographic
exchanges, technology advancements, or political pressures. Focus on distribution ac-
tivities andtransport modes as they relate to problems and solutions of logistics for
material in process oftransit andfor thefinished product. Prerequisites: ECO 201,
202, and approval of Academic Division.
MGT 445Labor Belations/3 sem. hrs. Anexamination oflabor relations in depth
covering collective bargaining, contract negotiation, contract administration, media-
tion, and arbitration. Includes an in-depth examination of labor legislation. Prere-
quisite: MGT 315.
MGT 477 Inventory Systems/3 sem. hrs. Inventory processes analyzed through
stochastic (forecasting) models. Concepts ofoptimal policy in a constrained inventory
system. Analysis of distribution systems for multi-item and single-item production
andmarketing. Application ofdynamic programming utilizing deterministic andpro-
babilistic inventory models, economic order quotients, andother financial ratios. Prere-
quisites: BUS 409, MGT 388.
MGT 491-498 Advanced Special1bpics/3 sem. hrs, Advanced topics inmanage-
ment that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content andpossible
prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may
re-enroll for special topics covering different content.
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MARKETIHI (MKn
MKT 101 Introduction to Marketing/3 sem. hrs. An overview ofthe field with
special attention toformulating aneffective marketing mix. 'Ibpics include estimation
ofdemand, consumer behavior, adaptation ofproducts tomarkets, selection ofchan-
nels ofdistribution, and development ofeffective promotional and pricing strategies.
Students may not receive credit for this course and MKT 391.
MKT 211 Sales ManagementJ3 sem. hrs. Emphasizes sales force management.
'Ibpics include selection, training, compensation, motivation, and evaluation ofsales
personnel. Various sales strategies appropriate todifferent markets arecovered. Prere-
quisite: MKT 101.
MKT 221 Retail ManagementJ3 sem. brs. Establishing an effective marketing
mix specific to the retail establishment. Basic concepts behind organizational struc-
ture, store location, personnel selection, merchandising, promotion, and service. Use
ofcertain analytical tools to aid in establishing the appropriate mix. Prerequisite:
MKT 101.
MKT 291-299 Special Thpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpics in marketing that are not in-
cluded in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in thecourse schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for special topics covering different content.
MKT301 Channels of Distribution/3 sem. hrs, The particular role ofmarketing
channels in establishing an effective marketing mix. Physical distribution problems
aswell as the role ofwholesalers, retailers, and the various types ofspecialized mid-
dlemen. Prerequisite: MKT 101.
MKT 321 Advertising andSales Promotion/3 sem. brs. (MKT 311, (83) In-
troduces the basic principles and concepts ofmarketing communication. Theus ison
thedevelopment and implementation ofeffective advertising campaigns and sales pro-
motional plans for business on a local, regional, and national basis. Prerequisite:
MKT 101.
MKT 353 International Marketing/3 sem. hrs, (MKT 255, (92) The scope
of international marketing, the structure of multinational markets, foreign market
research, international advertising and promotion, international distribution channels,
international product policy, international pricing policy, export/import management.
Prerequisites: BUS 255, MKT 101.
MKT 391 Principles of Marketing/3 sem. hrs, A survey course in marketing
for professional managers. 'Ibpics include meeting customer needs through product
planning, pricing, promotion, and distribution. Students apply principles through
marketing planning assignments. Students may not receive credit for this course and
MKT 101.
MKT 431 Consumer Behavior/3 sem. brs. The analysis of the effectiveness of
various marketing strategies interms ofyielding thedesired consumer responses. The
push versus pull strategy, the selling approach versus the marketing approach, and
other topics. Prerequisites: MGT 317, MKT 101.
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MKT455 Export/lmport Marketing/3 sem. hrs, (MKT 355) Managing the ex-
port/import department; government regulations affecting imports; financing, insur-
ing, transporting, and marketing ofexported or imported raw materials and finished
products; methods ofpurchasing foreign products and selling domestic goods abroad;
joint marketing; licensing; distributor relations. Prerequisite: MKT 255.
MKT471Marketing Strategy/3 sem. hrs, (MKT451,452,453, (81) The plan-
ning, organization, implementation, and control ofmarketing activities from theview-
point of the marketing executive. 'Ibpics include strategic planning and policy
formulation; the use ofmarketing research; test marketing ofproducts and intercom-
pany coordination ofpricing, promotion, and physical distribution strategies. Prere-
quisites: MKT 301, 321.
MKT475 Marketing in the Hospitality Industry/3 sem. hrs, Applies marketing
principles to hotels and restaurants in the local, national, and international markets.
Emphasizes importance ofstrategic marketing to thehospitality industry. Prerequisite:
MKT 101.
MKT491-498 Advanced Special Thpics/3 sem. brs. (MKT331) Advanced topics
in marketing that are not included in the regular course offerings. Specific content
and prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students
may re-enroll for special topics covering different content.
MATHEMATICS (MAn
MAT 101 General Mathematics/3 sem. brs. Application of basic mathematical
operations. Problem solving techniques. Introduction to basic algebraic concepts and
graphs. Appropriate for nonmath and nonscience majors. Prerequisite: Placement
examination requirement satisfied.
MAT 102 Introductory Algebra/3 sem. brs. Abasic review ofalgebra including
algebraic terminology, polynomials and applications. Appropriate for nonmath and nons-
cience majors. Prerequisite: Placement examination requirements satisfied or
MAT 101.
MAT 105 College Algebra/3 sem. brs. Includes topics such asfundamental opera-
tions, functions and graphs, linear and quadratic equations, and conic sections. Prere-
quisite: Placement examination requirements satisfied or MAT 102.
MAT 133 Mathematical Way of Thinking/3 sem. brs. (COR 133, 1018) An
introduction to sets, logic, number systems, algebra, consumer math, geometry, and
probability and statisics. Appropriate for nonmath and nonscience majors. Prerequisite:
Placement examination requirement satistied or MAT 102.
MAT 150 Precalculus/3 sem. brs. Review ofalgebra, trigonometric functions, graphs
of functions, logarithms, exponents, functions of the natural number. Introduction
tocalculus, concept oflimits, integrals. Prerequisite: Placement examination re-
quirements satisfied or MAT 105.
MAT 200Optimization andInfurmation Theory/3 sem. brs. ere 200) Develop-
ment of techniques applied to telecommunication systems for solution of problems
solved by Queueing Theory, Information Theory, Operations Research, Statistics and
'Ibpology. Prerequisites: MAT 150, MAT 302.
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MAT 210 Calculus 1/3 sem. hrs, Functions, limits, derivatives of algebraic func-
tions. Introduction to derivatives of trigonometric functions, logarithmic functions,
application ofderivatives to physics problems, related rates and miximum/minimum
problems, definite andindefinite integrals withapplications. Prerquisite: MAT 150.
MAT 220 Calculus W3 sem. hrs. Riemann sums, the definite integral, methods
ofintegration, continuation ofexponential, logarithmic functions, inverse trigonometric
functions. LOHopital's rule and improper integrals. Prerequisite: MAT 210.
MAT 302Applied Statisticsl3 sem. hrs. (BUS 309, MAT 201,202, MGT 301,
PSY 301)Descriptive andinferential statistics relevant to applied research, datasets,
frequency distributions, probability, sampling, estimating, hypothesis testing, chi-square
andANOVA, regression andcorrelation, andnonparametric measures. Prerequisites:
MAT 133or higher andmathematics competency examination requirement
satisfied.
MAT 305 Calculus Ill/3 sem. hrs. Sequences and series. Thylor series, vector
. analysis, functions ofseveral variables, partial derivatives, total differential chain rule,
multiple integral andapplication functions ofa complex variable. Prerequisite: MAT
220.
MAT 310 Differential Equations/3 sem. hrs. Solving first order ordinary diflerential
equations, exact, separable, and linear. Applications to rates and mechanics, theory
ofhigher order linear differential equations. Methods ofundetermined coefficients and
variation of parameters, application to vibration, mass and electric circuits, power
series solutions. Partial differential equations andtheir application to electronics and
electrical engineering problems, solutions ofinitial boundary problems. Fourier series
andFourier transforms, inhomogenous problems, introduction to numerical methods.
Laplace transforms. Prerequisite: MAT 305.
MAT 440 Numerical Analysis/3 sem. hrs. Solution ofalgebraic andtranscenden-
tal equations bya number ofiterative methods, discussion ofconvergence considera-
tions, probability and statistical theory, numerical integrator of a number of types
ofproblems will be discussed bothin theory andin practice through the useofcom-
puterproblem solving. Prerequisites: MAT 220 and PHY 240, 250; CS 210or
CS 330.
MAT 450 Probability and Statistics/3 sem. hrs, Probability function, random
events, expectation, conditional probability distribution functions, foundations of
statistics. Prerequisite: MAT 210.
ORIENTATION (ORI)
om 101 New Student Orientationil sem. hr. The purpose of this course is to
provide information andhelp students develop skills and attitudes necessary to max-
imize their potential for adjustment and academic success at Nova College. Students
will be expected to complete this course during the first eight weeks.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES (PHY)
PHY 102 Concepts in Physical Science/3 sem. hrs. (COR 131, SCI 2018) In-
teractions ofthe geosphere-hydrosphere-atmosphere are used as a means ofexploring
basic concepts in physical science. Emphasis is on scientific processes and skills with
an equal mix of field experiences, readings, and class participation.
PHY 103 Introduction to Geology/3 sem. hrs. An introductory course that will
provide an understanding of the earth's composition and structure, an explanation
of the processes that affect the earthand the resulting features, a description of the
physical evolution ofthe major mountains andoceans, a description ofbiological evolu-
tionin relation to ancient geologic environments, and an analysis ofearth's resources
and implications for the future.
PHY 104Environmental Studies/3 sem. hrs. Overview ofenvironmental science
that integrates social, economic, technical, andpolitical issues. Problems ofecological
disruptions, growth ofhuman populations, land use, energy, nuclear power, food sup-
plies, pesticides, and pollution are covered. Identical to IBC 104.
PRY 105hdroducdon to Chemistry/3 sem.hrs.Nonlaboratory course thatpresents
an introduction to the elementary principles of chemistry. A study of the structure
of matter and the transformation it undergoes.
PHY 106Introduction to Oceanograpby/3 sem. hrs. Examination ofthephysical,
chemical, biological, andgeological properties of the world ocean will be conducted.
The interdisciplinary approach will introduce concepts important in understanding
the development andcurrent status ofoceanographic research Dr thenonscience major.
PRY 220 Introduction to Astronomy/3 sem. hrs. An introduction to astronomy
that examines in brief both the solar system and the universe. 'Ibpies include: fun-
damentals and history of astronomy, study of the earth, moon, planets, and optical
instruments used in astronomy. In addition, the sun, stars, galaxies, and cosmology
are examined.
PRY 226 Conservation of Natural Resources/3 sem. hrs. Study of the natural
resources within the framework of the man-environment system. Included are pro-
blems relating to pollution, populations, technology, growth, conservation of the en-
vironment anddevelopmental planning as theyrelate to the various geographic areas
of the western world and the non-western world. Identical to GEO 226.
PHY 240 Physics 1/3 sem. hrs. Basic principles of mechanics including vectors,
force, equilibrium, displacement, velocity, acceleration, mass. Newton's Laws, work
energy, gravitation, momentum, rotational motion, mechanics ofsystems ofparticles
and rigid bodies. Prerequisite: MAT 220.
PHY 250 Physics W3 sem. hrs. Electrostatics, electric currents, electric fields and
electric potential, AC andDC circuits, magnetic fields, capacitance, inductance, and
electromagnetic waves. Prerequisite: MAT 220, PRY 240.
PHY 291-299 Special1bpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Iopics in physical science that are not
included in regular course offerings andmaybe taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in the course schedule for a given term. Students mayre-enroll
for Special 'Iopies covering differing content.
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PRY 301 Aooustics of Speech and Hearing/3 sem. hrs. Introduction tothephysics
of sound and phonetics as related to speech communication.
PRY 312 Science of Matter/3 sem. hrs. (PRY 212) Introductory course in the
science of materials, review of atomic theory, atomic bonding and periodic table,
chemical equations, states ofmatter, structure ofcrystals, nature ofcrystal imperfec-
tions and atom movements, metallic and ceramic materials and their properties,
multiphase materials, and equilibrium relationships. Prerequisites: PRY 240, 250.
POLITICS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS (POL)
POL 101 American Government and Politics/3 sem. hrs. (HUM 2700)An in-
troduction to the processes ofthe American national and local forms ofgovernment.
Included are the nature and structure of government, its characteristics and func-
tions, and the intimate relation of government to other interests.
POL 201 Comparative Government/3 sem. hrs. Major foreign political systems
including political forces, parties, ideologies and institutions. Attention will also be
given to the characteristics and development of statehood and power, conditions of
stability, constitutions, and the comparative political processes.
POL 291-299 Special'lbpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpics in politics and public affairs that
arenot included in regular course offerings andmay be taken without prerequisites.
Specific content is announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may
re-enroll for Special 'Ibpics covering differing content.
POL 312 Judicial Behavior/3 sem. hrs. The American judicial branch ofgovern-
ment with emphasis on the behavior of judges and other participants in the legal
system, thesocial impact ofjudicial decisions and policies, and the methods ofselect-
ing judges. Prerequisite: POL 101.
POL 330History of PolitimJ. Thought/3 sem.hrs. (poL310, POL (01) Astudy
of political philosophy from the ancients to the present. 'Ib include the major
philosophical schools and their spokesmen. Presented within the context of signifi-
cant historical trends. Idenneal to HIS 330 and LGS 330.
POL 460 Studies in Revolution/3 sem. hrs. (SSI (60) The major forces which
have shaped the revolutionary impulse in the 18th through the 20th century. Em-
phasis upon the great revolutions: American, French, Russian, and Chinese-the
background, the underlying reasons, ideals, patterns oftheir growth and their effects
upon the course of history. Identleel to HIS 460.
POL 491-498 Advanced Special'lbpics/3 sem. hrs, Advanced topics in politics
and public affairs that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content
and possible prerequisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term.
Students may re-enroll for Special 'Ibpics covering different content.
POL 499 Independent Study in Political Science/I-12 sem. hrs. The student
selects, and carries outindependently, library and/or empirical research. Faculty super-
vision is provided on an individual basis. Prerequisite: Written consent of In-
structor and Divison Director.
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PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)
PSY 111 Principles of Behavior/3 sem. hrs. (DES 1018, COR 111, PSY 101,
201) An introduction to theory, research, and applications in the field ofpsychology.
'Ibpics include biological bases ofbehavior, perception, motivation, learning and memory,
psychological development, personality, social psychology, and the identification and
treatment of mental illness.
PSY 141 Personal Career Development/3 sem. hrs. The process ofcareer develop-
ment applied to one's self: identifying vocational interests and aptitudes, obtaining
information about occupations, gaining experience through praeticums and cooperative
education, andestablishing career plans. Useful for students adjusting to the college
role. Identleal to EDU 141 and MGT 141.
PSY 211 Human Sexuality/3 sem. hrs, (DES 350, PSY (13) Anatomy and
physiology ofthe human sexual system, human sexual response, the range of sexual
behaviors, and sources ofattitudes and beliefs about sexuality. IdentimJ. to LSC 211.
PSY 213 Family Relationship Skills/3 sem. hrs. (DES 305, SOC 231, 331)
Contemporary patterns ofmarriage and furnily living. Approaches to effective living
together in furnily units. Coverage ofboth adult andparent-child relationships. Em-
phasis on communication, supportiveness, and contingency management. Experien-
tiallearning included. Identical to SOC 213. -
PSY 238Child and Adolescent Development/3 sem. hrs. (EDU 338, PSY 201,
338) Aspects of growth and development during childhood and adolescence:
physiological, cognitive, personality, and social. Prerequisite: PSY 111.
PSY 239 Adulthood and Aging/3 sem. hrs. (PSY 202, 339) Developmental ex-
periences ofmaturity. Physiological and psychological aspects ofaging. Prerequisite:
PSY 111.
PSY 280Introductory Practicum/I-6 sem. hrs. An introductory field experience
tobroaden thestudent's education. Placement ina research setting, community agency,
or human resource department. Report required. Supervision on-site and by the
Academic Division. Prerequisites: PSY 111 andprior written approval by the
Division Director.
PSY 291-299 Special 'lbpics/3 sem. hrs. 'Ibpics in psychology that are not in-
cluded in regular course offerings and maybe taken without prerequisites. Specific
content isannounced in thecourse schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll
for Special 'Ibpics covering different content.
PSY 300 PsychologimJ. Research Methods/3 sem. hrs. (HSC 302, PSY 302)
Research designs commonly used in psychology: observational, experimental, and quasi-
experimental. Steps in doing research including use of the APA format for writing
reports. Prerequisites: LAN 112, MAT 302 (may be taken as co-requisite),
PSY 111 and passed Writing Competency Exam.
PSY 303 Experimental Psychology (Laboratory)/3 sem. hrs. Laboratory ex-
perience in various areas ofexperimental psychology. Covers experiments and reports
on sensation and perception, motivation, learning and memory, and the measure-
ment of ability and personality factors. Prerequisite: PSY 111.
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PSY 305Psychology andtheCriminal Justice System/3 sem. hrs. Ananalysis
ofthe psychological metors that influence the administration ofcriminal justice, from
the commission ofcrime through arrest, pre-trial, trial, sentencing, and parole pro-
cedures. Identical to LGS 305.
PSY 308Cooperative Education/no credit. Work placement for a period of 16-18
weeks. The placement will be directly related to the student's program of study.
PSY 311 Interpersonal Commnnication/3 sem. hrs. Study ofhuman communica-
tions, interpersonal relationships, and small group dynamics. 'Ibpics include verbal
and nonverbal behavior, development of relationships andgroups, assertiveness and
leadership. Experiential learning included.
PSY 316 Issues in Social PQchology/3 sem.hrs. Social determinants ofindividual
behavior. Psychological issues ofcurrent social relevance such asattraction, propagan-
da andTV advertising, aggression andTV violence, prejudice, and conformity. Prere-
quisite: PSY 111.
PSY 321 Pel'8Onality/3 sem. hrs. (psy 310) Survey ofpsychoanalytic, humanistic,
andbehavioral theories ofpersonality. Current issues andpersonality research. Prere-
quisite: PSY 111.
PSY 326 Abnormal Psychology/3 sem. hrs. (pSY 440) Diagnoses, causes, and
prognoses for the various categories of psychological disorders. Case studies supple-
ment and illustrate theory and researeh. Prerequisite: PSY 111.
PSY 330 Behavior Modification/3 sem. hrs. (pSY 441) Application of condi-
tioning and social learning principles to mild and severe behavioral problems of in-
dividuals and families, Prerequisite: PSY 111.
PSY 345 Interviewingl3 sem. hrs. (pSY 202, 346) General principles of effec-
tive interviewing. Skills and techniques for achieving various interview goals, with
an emphasis oncounseling interviews andthe establishment ofhelping relationships.
Prerequisite: PSY ui.
PSY 350Community PQchology/3 sem.hrs. Prevention, recognition and mobiliza-
tionofindividual andcommunity resources for helping solve psychological problems.
Therole ofpsychologically trained change agents in the human services field. Prere-
quisite: PSY 111.
PSY 351 Hnman Learning andCognition/3 sem. hrs. (pSY 320, 451)Theories
and research concerning human learning and cognition. Covers conditioning, verbal
learning, memory, and problem solving. Prerequisite: PSY 111.
PSY 354 Substance Abuse: Historical and Legal Perspectives/3 sem. hrs.
Therole ofalcohol andotherdrugs in American society today. Includes a historical
overview of psychoactive drug use and abuse, the classification of drugs currently
in use, and legal issues related to substance abuse. Identical to SOC 354.
PSY 355Substance Abuse andthe Family/3 sem. hrs. Family problems related
to the abuse ofalcohol andotherpsychoactive drugs. An examination ofthe changes
in furnily functioning that accompany chemical dependency. Attention given to the
concept ofsubstance abuse as a Jamily illness andthe role offurnily members in the
recovery process. Identical to SOC 355.
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PSY 356 Substance Abuse in Business and Industry/3 sem. hrs. Scope and
cost of alcohol and other drug-related problems in American business and industry
today, andthe role ofmanagers andsupervisors in dealing withthese problems. The
formulation ofcompany policies regarding substance abuse, effective educational and
intervention programs, and strategies for implementing these. Identical to MGT 356.
PSY 357The Psychology and Pbysiology of Substance Abuse/3 sem. hrs. The
pharmacology and physiology of alcohol and drug use and the psychological effects
of psychoactive drugs. The nature of addiction and the disease concept, diagnostic
criteria for chemical dependency, and the physical and psychiatric disorders related
to substance abuse. Identical to LSC 357.
PSY 358 Rehabilitation Strategies for Substance Abuse/3 sem. hrs, Focuses
on the various types of therapeutic approaches that may be successfully employed
in the treatment ofsubstance abuse problems and the types offacilities available for
such treatment. Covers the stages ofrecovery from chemical dependency, evaluation
and treatment planning, and the application of specific treatment techniques.
PSY 359 Self-Help Groups/3 sem. hrs.Examines the history and scope of the
self-help group movement in the U.S. andthe role ofthese groups in helping people
deal with life problems. Covers the structure, traditions and program of Alcoholics
Anonymous aswell astheutilization ofAA and other groups asa resource for substance
abuse rehabilitation.
PSY 360Substance Abuse Intervention in the Schools/3 sem. hrs, This course
covers the classification and identification ofdrugs, as well as the behavioral criteria
for recognizing alcohol and drug abuse. Attention isgiven to prevention, intervention
and counseling techniques, as well as legal issues related to student drug use. Also
covered is the useofappropriate educational resources andservices to assist students
who show signs of alcohol or drug abuse. Identical to EDU 360.
PSY 361 Educational Strategies for Drug Prevention Programs/3 sem. hrs.
This course focuses upon the development ofeffective drug prevention programs. Ap-
propriate instructional techniques for substance ause will be covered, as well as an
examination of the drug prevention resources available. In addition, methods for
evaluating the effectiveness ofdrug education programs will be examined. Identical
to EDU 361.
PSY 364 Current Perspectives in Substance Abuse/3 sem. hrs, An overview
ofthe major drugs ofabuse in American society today. Includes health and legal issues
related to substance abuse, and resources available for the treatment of chemical
dependency andother drug-related problems. Identical to LSC 364. (Students may
not receive credit for this course and for IBC/PSY 365)
PSY 365 Substance Abuse and Athletics/3 sem. hrs. Covers the major drugs
of abuse and the potential health risks associated with these. Covers psychoactive
drugs (including alcohol), steroids, blood doping, andnutritional supplements. Iden-
ticalto LSC 365. (Students may notreceive credit for this course and for IBCIPSY 364)
PSY 371 History andTheories of Psychology/3 sem. hrs. (psy 471)The ma-
jorhistorical andcontemporary theories ofpsychology. Enduring issues in psychology.
Psychology as a science. Prerequisite: PSY 111.
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PSY 405Psychological Thsts and Measurements/3 sem. hrs, (PSY340, 406)
Theory and use ofpsychological tests ofability and personality. Covers the selection,
administration, scoring, and interpretation ofpsychological tests. Prerequisites: MAT
302, PSY 111.
PSY 460 Biological Bases of Behavior/3 sem. hrs. (psy1LSC 461) Genetic,
neural, and endocrine bases of behavior. Neuroanatomy and chemical and electrical
events in the nervous system. Sensory processes, motivation, emotion, and arousal.
. Prerequisites: I.SC 105, PSY 111. Identical to LSC 460.
PSY 480Practicumin Psychological Research/l-6 sem. hrs. Experience in do-
ing research under the supervision of the Academic Division. Reading the relevant
research literature, running subjects, analyzing data, and writing anAPA format report.
Prerequisites: PSY 302and prior written approvalby the Division Director.
PSY 481 Practicum in Community Psychology/I-6 sem. hrs, Experience in ap-
plying psychology in the community through placement ina human services agency.
Report required. Supervision on-site and bythe Academic Division. Prerequisites:
PSY 311, 350 and prior written approval by the Division Director.
PSY 482 Practicumin Organizational Psychology/I-6 sem. hrs. Experience in
applying psychology in an organization through placement in a personnel or training
department. Report required. Supervision on-site and by theAcademic Division. Prere-
quisites: MGT 315, PSY 345or 405, and prior written approvalby the Divi-
sion Director.
PSY 491-498 Advanced Special Thpics/3 sem. hrs. Advanced topics inpsychology
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content andpossible prere-
quisites are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-
enroll for Special Topics covering different content.
PSY 499 Independent Study in Psychology/l-12 sem. hrs, The student selects,
and carries out independently, library and/or empirical research. Faculty supervision
is provided on an individual basis. Prerequisite: PSY 302 and written consent
of Instructor and Division Director.
SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
SOC 112 Human Origins and Diversity/3 sem. hrs. (BES 2028, COR 112, SOC
211) The discoveries of physical anthropology concerning early horninids and their
ecological adaptations. Neolithic cultural patterns and technologies. Ethnographies of
diverse cultures.
SOC 202 Introduction to Sociology/3 sem. hrs. (BES 2018, SOC 101, 201)
The nature and needs ofman and society, groups andinstitutions, social processes,
and social change. Special emphasis will be placed on American culture andthe im-
pact of technology on modem man.
SOC 213 Family Relationships/3 sem, hrs, (BES 305, SOC 231, 331) Contem-
porary patterns ofmarriage and family living. Approaches to effective living together
in family units. Coverage of both adult and parent-ehild relationships. Emphasis on
communication, supportiveness, and contingency management. Experiential learning
included. Identical to PSY 213.
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SOC 222 The Modem City/3 sem. hrs. Origins of the city. Cities as physical,
social, and economic systems. Comparative studies ofcities. Identical to GOO 222.
SOC 231 Contemporary LifeStyles/3 sem. hrs. (SOC 331) The emergence of
alternative lifestyles inAmerican culture. Contemporary patterns ofmarriage, thelllrnily, ~
and single life. Family disorganization and divorce. .
SOC 291-299 SpecialThpics/3 sem. hrs, Topics in sociology that are notincluded
in regular course offerings and may be taken without prerequisites. Specific content
is announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special Topics covering different content.
SOC 302 Community Services Systems/3 sem. hrs, (RCS 302) An overview
of community service institutions to assist the health care professional in meeting
patients' needs. Discussion ofprofessional issues related to community services. Of-
fered only in HCS.
SOC 303 'franscultural Issues in Health Care/3 sem. hrs, (RCS 303) Con-
cepts ofthesocial sciences asthey relate to the work ofthe health professional. Iden-
tification of economic, social, cultural, and environmental fuctors that affect health
care. Offered only in HCS.
SOC 354 Substance Abuse: Historical and Legal Perspectives/3 sem. hrs,
The role ofalcohol and other drugs in American society today. Includes a historical
overview of psychoactive drug use and abuse, the classification of drugs currently
in use, and legal issues related to substance-abuse. Identical to PSY 354.
SOC 355Substance Abuse and the Family/3 sem. hrs, Family problems related
to the abuse ofalcohol and other psychoactive drugs. Anexamination ofthechanges
in family functioning that accompany chemical dependency. Attention given to the
concept ofsubstance abuse as a family illness and the role offamily members in the
recovery process. Identical to PSY 355.
SOC 430 Juvenile Crime and Justice/3 sem. hrs, Advanced study of special
characteristics and causes ofjuvenile crime. Principles andpractices for itsprevention
andcontrol. The administration ofjuvenile justice. Prerequisite: SOC 101. Iden-
tical to CRJ 430.
SOC 485-488 Field Study/3-12 sem. hrs. A field experience relating to selected
topics in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Field Study experiences covering different topics and cultures.
SOC 491-498 Advanced Special Thpics/3 sem, hrs, Advanced topics in sociology
that are not included in regular course offerings. Specific content and prerequisites
are announced in the course schedule for a given term. Students may re-enroll for
Special Topics covering different content.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS (TC)
TC 205Electronics fur 'Thleeommonications/3 sem. hrs. An introduction toelec-
tronic systems for communications including signaling, modulation, demodulation, data
transmission, switching, satellites, optical methods, test equipment, and error con-
trol. Prerequisites: TC 200, EE 305.
TC 300 'Thleeommonications Network Planning and Operations/3 sem. hrs.
Development of techniques applied to telecommunication systems for the planning
and operation oftelecommunications networks. Prerequisites: CS 345, TC 200,
TC 205.
TC 305'Thleeommonications Software andProtocols/3 sem. hrs. Development
ofprotocols by example for software support oftelecommunications systems. Prere-
quisites: CS 345, TC 200.
TC 400 'Thleeommonications Economics and Policy/3 sem. hrs. Development
oftheeconomic and regulatory environment ofmodem telecommunications systems
and theeffects onplanning, cost, and operations. Prerequisites:CS 345, TC 200.
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